



Protein functional features extracted from primary sequences: 
a focus on disordered regions. 
 by 
Natalia Pietrosemoli 
In! this! thesis! we! implement! an! ensemble! of! sequence! analysis! strategies!aimed!at!identifying!functional!and!structural!protein!features.!The!first!part!of!this!work! was! dedicated! to! two! case! studies! of! specific! proteins! analyzed! to! provide!candidate! functional! positions! for! experimental! validation:! the! protein! alphaPsynuclein!(αsyn)!and!the!alanine!racemases!protein!family.!In!the!case!of!αsyn,!the!objective! was! to! predict! its! aggregation! prone! regions.! For! the! alanine! racemase!protein!family,!the!scope!was!to!predict!sites!responsible!for!substrate!specificity.!In!these! two! studies,! computational! predictions! allowed! systematically! exploring!potentially!functionally!relevant!protein!sites!in!an!efficient!manner!that!may!not!be!possible! to! implement! with! traditional! experimental! approaches.! ! Our! strategy!provided!a!powerful!forecasting!tool!for!the!selection!of!candidate!sites!to!be!later!verified!experimentally.!




neurodegenerative!diseases.!Thus,! there! is!an! impeding!need!to!unveil! the!general!principles!underlying!the!role!of!ID!in!proteins.!We!provide!a!multiPscale!analysis!of!the! involvement! of! ID! in! protein! function! starting! with! a! largePscale! analysis! at!genomic!level!of!the!role!of!ID!in!Arabidopsis,!zooming!in!into!the!specific!processes!of!vesicular!trafficking!in!Human!and!yeast,!and!finally!focusing!on!specific!proteins!of!diverse!organisms.!!
The! results! of! this! thesis! provide! a! better! understanding! of! the! functional! roles!mediated! by! ID! in! different! organisms! and! biological! processes,! such! as! acting! as!flexible! linkers! connecting! structured! domains,! mediating! proteinPprotein!interactions,!and!assisting! the!quick!assembly!of! large!macromolecular!complexes.!In! addition,!we!present! evidence! of! the! use! of! ID! as! a!mechanism! to! increase! the!complexity! of! protein! and! biological! networks,! and! as! a! means! to! increase! the!adaptability! of! proteins! in! specific! processes.! ! Thus,! our! results! contribute! to!elucidating! the! relationship! between! network! and! organismal! complexity! and! ID,!while!they!also!provide!evidence!of!the!evolutionary!advantages!offered!by!ID.!
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One!of!the!great!challenges!of!the!postPgenomic!era!is!to!provide!computerPbased! methods! to! interpret! genomic! data! resulting! from! massive! sequencing!initiatives!and!from!novel!experimental!techniques!in!molecular!biology1.!This!quest!aims!at!providing!a!better!understanding!of!biological! systems!on!organismal!and!cellular!level.! !At!the!same!time,!there!is!a!strong!demand!for!immediate!solutions,!since!deciphering!the!biological!information!encoded!in!genomic!data!will!inevitably!lead! to! important! scientific! findings.! As! the! number! of! organisms! successfully!sequenced! increases!notably!due! to! the! availability! of!nextPgeneration! sequencing!(NGS)!technologies,!so!does!the!need!for!characterizing!their!encoded!proteins.!This!thesis! presents! an! ensemble! of! strategies! for! extracting! functional! and! structural!features! from! protein! sequences,! especially! focusing! on! those! features! related! to!intrinsic!disorder!(ID).!!




mechanisms!that!govern!αsyn!aggregation!are!not!fully!understood,!and!elucidating!them!can!be!fundamental!for!developing!mechanisms!to!control!aggregation.!In!this!study,! we! propose! a* strategy! to! investigate! the! relationship! between! sequencePstructure!of!αsyn!and!its!aggregation!propensity.!!We!also!propose!some!rationally!designed! protein! variants! with! predicted! effects! on! aggregation! for! experimental!validation.!!




In! the! second! part! of! this! thesis,! we! present! a! series! of! studies! aimed! at!getting!insights! into!the!physiological! function!and!functional!mode!of! intrinsically!disordered! proteins! and! intrinsically! disordered! protein! regions! (IDPs/IDRs)! at!different! scales.!Over! the!past!years! there!has!been!an! increasing!appreciation! for!the!involvement!of!IDPs/IDRs!in!many!signaling!and!regulatory!cascades!in!protein!interaction!networks!of!eukaryotic!cells7,8,9.! In!fact,!the!occurrence!of!IDPs/IDRs!in!key!cellular!signaling!and!regulatory!processes!is!growing!as!genome!sequences!of!multiple! organisms! become! available! and! are! inspected10,11.! Moreover,! being!components!with!key!cellular!functions,!IDPs!are!often!linked!to!diverse!pathologies!including! cancer,! cardiovascular! and! neurodegenerative! diseases12,13,14,15,16.! Thus,!there!is!growing!interest!in!understanding!IDP’s!abundance,!molecular!implications!and! function! in! the! cell.! ! Additionally,! results! from! this! study! may! contribute! to!explore!the!nascent!use!of!IDPs!as!potential!drug!targets8,7,17.!




tools18,19.! Computational! predictions! are! crucial!when! analyzing!whole! organisms,!systems!that!are!too!large!or!too!heterogeneous!for!experimental!characterization.!!
!We! present! a! multiPscale! analysis! of! the! implications! of! ID! in! protein!function,! starting!with! a! largePscale! analysis! at! genomic! level! of! the! role! of! ID! in!
Arabidopsis* thaliana,! zooming! in! into! the!specific!processes!of!vesicular! trafficking!in!Human!and!yeast,!and!finally!focusing!on!specific!proteins!of!diverse!organisms.!We! performed! the! first! genomePwide! analysis! of! ID! in! proteins! from! the! model!organism! Arabidopsis* thaliana,! to! identify! disorder’s! functional! roles! in! the!underlying!biological!processes!of! this!organism.!We!hypothesized!that!A.*thaliana*might! heavily! rely! on! disordered! regions! of! proteins! to! respond! to! changes! in!environmental!conditions!and!mediate!the!corresponding!responses.!Because!plants!are!sessile!organisms,!they!cannot!escape!from!threatening!conditions.!As!a!result,!plants! depend! on! their! phenotypic! plasticity! (i.e.! the! capacity! to! adapt! their!phenotype! to! changing! conditions)! to! adapt! and! survive! in! rapidly! changing!environmental! conditions.! Implementing! phenotypic! plasticity! requires! the!integration! of! external! information! with! the! basal! genetic! and! developmental!programs,!which!is!achieved!in!plants!through!complex!singling!networks!to!which!ID!might!be!adding!flexibility20.!




trafficking! routes! had! not! been! previously! investigated.! We! hypothesized! that!IDP/IDPRs! are! abundant! and!mediate!many! processes! in! these! trafficking! routes.!Additionally,!we!hypothesized!that!IDP/IDPRs!prevalence!in!these!trafficking!routes!may!explain!some!of!the!functional!and!evolutionary!differences!exhibited!by!these!routes.! Thus,! we! investigated! the! location! and! abundance! of! IDP/IDPRs! and!different!functions!they!may!mediate.!!






The! overarching! goal! of! this! research! is! to! identify! functionally! relevant!protein! features! from! sequence! information.!A!particular! focus!will! be!devoted! to!identifying! the! role! that! intrinsically! disordered! regions!may! have! in! determining!protein! function! by! analyzing! their! sequencePfunction! relationship! in! different!biological!systems.!
The!project!is!divided!into!the!following!three!main!objectives.!
1. Extract( functional( and( structural( features( of( proteins( through( the(
integration(of(computational(protein(sequence(analysis,(with(the(ultimate(
goal(to(inform(functional(experimental(assays.(
Specific! Aim! 1.1:! Integrate! sequence! analysis! tools! with! literature! based!information! to! predict! the! effect! of! mutations! in! the! gene! encoding! alpha!synuclein!on!the!protein’s!aggregation!propensity.!Hypothesis:! specific* regions* in* the* gene* encoding* alpha* synuclein* alter* the*
protein’s*aggregation.*We!will!test!this!hypothesis!by!providing!a!rational!strategy!to!design!different!protein!variants!with!different!predicted!aggregation!propensities.!




racemase! protein! family,! and! guides! experiments! to! modulate! the! substrate!specificity!of!given!subfamily!members.!Hypothesis:! Specific* protein* residues* in* alanine* racemase* sequences* alter* the*
proteins’*substrate*specificity.*We!will! test!this!hypothesis!by!using!the!functional!residue!profile! information!to!design!protein!variants!with!different!substrate!specificity.!
2. Identify( functional( roles( of( intrinsic( disorder( in( proteins( from( different(
biological(systems(and(how(intrinsic(disorder(affects(cellular(processes(at(
the(molecular(level.(
Specific!Aim!2.1:! Perform!a! genomePwide! analysis! of! intrinsic! disorder! and! its!relation!to!Gene!Ontology!functional!classes! in!the!model!organism*Arabidopsis*
thaliana.!Hypothesis:! Intrinsic* disorder* provides* a* mechanism* to* increase* Arabidopsis*
thaliana’s*ability*to*adapt*to*the*environment.*We!will!test!this!hypothesis!by!assessing!the!level!of!intrinsic!disorder!present!in!





Hypothesis:! Intrinsic*disorder*may*be* responsible* for* some*of* the* functional*and*
evolutionary*differences*present*in*the*main*vesicle*trafficking*routes.!We!will!test!this!hypothesis!by!performing!an!analysis!of!intrinsic!disorder!of!the!proteins!belonging!to!the!main!vesicle!trafficking!routes!in!human!and!yeast.!
3. Identify( the( relationship( between( dehydrated( protein( regions,( protein=
protein(interactions(and(disordered(regions.(
Specific!Aim!3.1:! ! Identify!clusters!of!dehydrated!sites!(e.g.,!sites!which!are!not!sufficiently! protected! from! water)! in! soluble! proteins! and! their! functional!implications.!Hypothesis:! Large* clusters* of* packing* defects* in* soluble* proteins* constitute*










Current!projects!for!massive!characterization!of!proteomes!are!generating!an!avalanche! of! protein! sequences! with! unknown! functions.! Strategies! to! assess!protein! function! based! on! computational! methods! have! proven! an! effective!approach! for! associating! functional! information! to! their! sequences.! This! chapter!discusses! the! underlying! concepts! behind! the! approaches!we! implemented! in! our!own!work!to!extract!functional!features!from!primary!sequences.!




present! a! functional! and! structural! classification! of! ID! to! demonstrate! its! role! in!modulating! protein! function! and! to! emphasize! the! current! need! for! a! better!understanding! of! this! phenomenon.! Additionally,! we! discuss! the! milestones!associated! with! the! development! of! methods! to! identify! disordered! regions,! the!current!status!of!the!field!and!future!challenges.!!!
1.1. Computational(prediction(of(functional(regions(in(proteins((
The! first! fully! sequenced!genome!was!published! in!1995:! it!was!meningitis!causing!bacteria!Haemophilus* influenzae22.!The!number!of!sequenced!genomes!has!since!increased!exponentially.!Only!17!years!later!there!are!around!2000!completely!sequenced! genomes! according! to! the! statistics! of! GOLD23! (Genomes! OnLine!Database)23,!which!collects!all!genome!and!metagenome!sequencing!projects!around!the! world.! ! As! more! and! more! organisms! are! successfully! sequenced,! massive!amounts! of! data! are! produced.! ! To! this! date,! the! manually! annotated! section! of!UniProtKB24! resource! (Universal! Protein! Resource! Knowledgebase,! Release!2012_07),! the! UniProtKB/SwissPProt,! has! 536,789! nonPredundant! protein!sequences,! while! UniProtKB/TrEMBL! (unreviewed,! automatically! annotated)!contains! 23,165,610! sequences.! Although! these! genomic! data! encode! for! many!biological!key! features,! they!cannot!be!easily! translated! into!meaningful!biological!information.!!!!




information.! !The!main!challenge!of!this!endeavor!is!that!as!the!number!of!protein!sequences! grows! exponentially;! it! is! impossible! to! experimentally! derive! their!biological!functions,!let!alone!identifying!the!particular!protein!regions!responsible!for!such! functions.! ! !Consequently,! the!gap!between!the!number!of!known!protein!sequences!and!proteins!whose!functions!have!been!experimentally!characterized!is!constantly!growing25.!!!
Experimental! approaches! to! determine! functionally! important! sites! are!expensive! and! timePconsuming! hence! often! bound! to! smallPscale! studies.! One!example!is!sitePdirected!mutagenesis,!in!which!residues!are!replaced!in!a!systematic!way!and!the!effect!of! the!mutation!is!assessed!(e.g.! in!binding!to!other!proteins!or!changes!in!the!protein!activity)1.!This!type!of!experiments!can!be!implemented!only!if! some! previous! information! on! sequence! specificity! is! available.! Computational!methods,! on! the! other! hand,! can! analyze! copious! amounts! of! data! in! a! more!resourcePfriendly! manner! and! without! the! need! of! previously! known! functional!information.! In! addition,! analysis! of! computationally! derived! results! can! provide!candidate!functional!sites!that!can!then!be!tested!by!experimental!techniques.!!
1.1.1. Prediction(of(functional(sites((




understand!the!protein’s!molecular!mechanism.!!Once!these!residues!are!identified,!it! is!possible!to!devise!ways!to!address!mutations!at! these!positions!(e.g.! to!revert!pathologies! derived! from! mutations)! or! to! develop! new! functions! (e.g.!biotechnology).! As! previously! discussed,! computational! approaches! for! predicting!functional! sites! and! features! based! on! sequence! and/or! 3D! structure! information!represent!an!alternative!strategy! to!overcome! the!difficulties!of!determining! them!experimentally.!!











Figure( 1=1.( Representation( of( a( portion( of( a(multiple( sequence( alignment( of(
the( sequences( of( 12( homologous( proteins.( Rows( represent( proteins,( and(
columns( (positions)( represent( equivalent( residues.( Three( subfamilies( are(



















functionality31,!fully!conserved!positions!can!capture!all!different!functional!types!of!sites,! including! catalytic,! ligandPbinding,! proteinPproteinPinteraction! and! nucleic!acid! binding.! However,! not! all! conserved! positions! are! necessarily! functionally!important;!positions!can!also!be!conserved!due!to!structural!constraints.!!In!general,!these!two!types!of!conserved!positions!can!be!distinguished!by!the!amino!acid!type,!since! it! is! known! that,! when! conserved,! some! tend! have! structural! roles,! while!others!are!usually!involved!in!binding!sites32,33.!!




!Residues! forming! functional! sites! typically! cluster! in! the! 3D! structure! of! a!protein,!as! they!are!collectively! involved! in! the!protein! function.! ! In!addition,! they!tend!to!locate!in!the!protein!surface!to!be!accessible!to!interacting!molecules.!Thus,!if! the!3D! structure!of! homologous!protein! is! available,! it!may!be!used! to!map! the!conserved! positions! onto! its! structure.! By! assessing! their! spatial! clustering! and!surface!exposure,!positions!that!do!not!satisfy!these!constrains!can!be!discarded.!!
Not! all! functionally! relevant! sites! are! fully! conserved;! some! positions!may!show!a!distinct!amino!acid!distribution!in!the!MSA.!Sequence!profiles!extracted!from!MSAs! can!be!used! to!detect!both! fully! conserved!positions!and! the!distribution!of!amino! acids!within! positions.! These! profiles! usually! encode! each! position! using! a!vector!of!20!components! that! represents! the! fraction!of!each!one!of! the!20!amino!acids!(where!a!fully!conserved!position!would!be!coded!as!‘1’!in!the!corresponding!position!and!‘0’!in!every!other!position).!!
1.1.2.2. Family=dependent(conserved(positions((SDPs)(




specific! with! respect! to! the! criteria! used! to! define! the! groups.! Accordingly,! fully!conserved!positions!(Figure!1P1,!highlighted!in!purple)!are!important!for!the!whole!family!of!proteins,!and!positions!with!subgroupPdependent!conservation!(Figure!1P1,!highlighted!in!green)!are!related!to!functional!specificity.!!The!group!(also!known!as!family)!partition!can!be!done!according!to!different!criteria,!such!as!phylogenetic!(if! the! groups! evolved! independently)! or! functional! (if! the! groups! have! slightly!different!functions).!!When!the!subgroups!(subfamilies)!are!defined!using!functional!criteria,!the!positions!relate!to!the!functional!differences!(i.e.!functional!specificity)!of! each!of! the! subfamilies,! and! they! are!known!as! specificity?determining*positions!(SDPs)36,37,38,39,!or!tree*determinants40,41,42.!




Another! set! of! methods! for! detecting! SDPs! is! based! on! the! vectorial!representation!of!the!MSA!in!a!high!dimensional!space1.!Each!protein!is!represented!as! a! vector! based! on! its! amino! acid! sequence! and! a! dimensionalityPreduction!method! (such! as! principal! component! analysis! (PCA)! or!multiple! correspondence!analysis! (MCA)! is! applied.! ! These! transformations! result! in! equivalent! spaces! of! a!reduced! dimension,! which,! while! preserving! most! of! the! information,! allow! the!identification! of! the! main! sources! of! variability! in! the! MSA.! ! Thus,! vectors!representing! proteins!with! high! sequence! similarity!will! be! clustered! in! the! same!regions! of! the! “sequence! space”,! allowing! for! the! identification! of! the! internal!organization!in!subfamilies!(subgroups)1.!A!similar!vectorial!transformation!for!the!individual!positions!results! in!a!residue!space!where!SDPs!are! located!in!the!same!regions!in!space!where!the!clusters!representing!the!subfamilies!are.!In!Chapter!2,!we!report!a!study!case!in!which!we!used!the!S3Det44,45!method!to!search!for!SDPs!in!the!racemase!family!of!proteins.!!




position.! The! mutational! behavior! of! the! whole! alignment! is! encoded! by! an!equivalent!matrix! containing! the! overall! similarities! for! all! pairs! of! proteins.! ! The!comparison! of! these! matrices! yields! a! score! for! the! position! of! the! MSA,! where!highest!scores!are!selected!as!predicted!SDPs.!
SDPs! identification! methods! can! also! benefit! from! 3D! information! when!available:!in!most!cases!it!is!used!to!evaluate!the!clustering!and!surface!accessibility!of!the!predicted!positions44,26.!








The!most!straightforward!and!simple!structurePbased!approach!incorporates!predictions! from! sequencePbased! methods! to! the! available! 3D! structure!information.!By!mapping!the!predicted!positions!to!the!3D!structure,!it!is!possible!to!verify!if!they!satisfy!the!expected!structural!conditions,!i.e.,!if!the!sites!are!clustered!or!solventPaccessible.!Several!methods! that! identify!clusters!of!conserved!residues!in!the!protein’s!surface!assess!residue!conservation!from!the!sequence!distribution!of!the!MSA!as!described!in!Section!1.1.2.146,35.!!Examples!include!methods!based!on!searching! for! conserved! apolar! residues! clustering! in! the! protein’s! surface47,!identifying!surface!regions!that!share!the!same!phylogeny!of!the!protein!family48.!






et*al.! 53,54,55,! and!Wright!and!Dyson56,!among!others,!were!striving! to!convince! the!community!of!the!existence!of!proteins!that,!defying!the!classical!structurePfunction!relationship!paradigm,!lacked!3D!structure!and!yet!were!fully!functional.!In!the!last!decade,! however,! structural! biology! has! seen! groundbreaking! advances! in! the!relatively! young! field! of! protein! intrinsic! disorder,! or! as! some! like! to! call! it,!
unstructural*biology.!!!
Intrinsically! disordered! (or! unstructured)! proteins! (IDPs)! were! initially!regarded!to!be!anecdotic!and!isolated!cases,!such!as!when!Sedzik!and!Kirschner!first!questioned!myelin’s! ability! to! crystallize57.! ! Despite! the! fact! that! Linus! Pauling! in!1940’s! suggested! that! disordered! regions’! flexibility! could! be! an! advantage! for!antibody! creation58,! IDPs! were! generally! not! considered! to! perform! important!cellular!functions.!Research!on!IDPs!was!delayed!not!only!by!these!misconceptions!about!their!abundance!and!functional!relevance!but!also!by!the!fact!that!structural!and! molecular! biology! techniques! were! designed! based! on! the! paradigm! of! the!structurePfunction!relationship!of!ordered!proteins.!!!




experimentally! determined,! computational! tools! allowed! the! identification! and!characterization! of! other! IDPs! and! IDRs,! providing! crucial! information! about!individual!proteins,!groups!of!proteins!and,!most!importantly,!entire!proteomes55,!54.!!The! first! protein! disorder! predictors! were! based! on! the! special! aminoPacid!composition!of! IDPs.!Williams!et* al.! provided! the! first! indication! that! IDPs’! amino!acid! compositions! differ! from! those! of! structured! proteins! by! noticing! the!abnormally! high! charge/hydrophobic! ratio! in! IDPs59.! Ordered! and! disordered!regions!identified!by!XPray!crystallography,!NMR!and!circular!dichroism!(CD)!were!subsequently! used! as! input! to! develop! neural! networks! to! predict! disorder! from!amino!acid! sequences53,54,60.! The! analysis! of! amino!acid!preferences!of!disordered!protein! segments! revealed! that! IDPs’! low! overall! hydrophobicity! and! large! net!charge!accounts!for!their!inability!to!fold!into!wellPdefined!structures.!!




A!general!consensus!regarding!IDPs’!definition!is!still!lacking.!Particularly,!it!is!not!clear!if!IDPs!are!defined!as!proteins!in!which!the!entire!sequence!or!significant!segments! of! the! sequence! are! disordered.! Both,! proteins! completely! lacking! 3D!structure! and! proteins! containing! only! a! few! IDRs,! are! commonly! referred! to! as!IDPs.! According! to! DisProt,! an! IDP! is! a! “protein! that! contains! at! least! one!experimentally! determined! disordered! region”61.! DisProt! collects! and! curates! all!structural! and! functional! information! available! on! experimentally! identified! IDPs!and!IDRs.!On!its!current!release!(Release!6,!July!01P2012),!it!contains!667!proteins!and!1,467!protein!regions.!Thus,!DisProt!provides!reliable!data!(such!as!IDPPrelated!protein! functions)! that! can! be! used! in! bioinformatic! projects,! including! the!development!and!testing!of!prediction!methods.!!The!Critical!Assessment!of!protein!Structure!Prediction!(CASP)!experiments!−experiments!aimed!at!establishing! the!current!state!of!the!art!in!protein!structure!prediction!−!have!recently!included!the!assessment!of!protein!disorder!prediction!methods62,63,64,65,66.!!




studies! claim! that! the! overall! trend! on! the! amount! of! disorder! is! higher! for!eukaryotes! than! for! archea! and! eubacteria,! with! multicellular! eukaryotes! having!much! more! predicted! disorder! than! unicellular! eukaryotes68.! ! The! fact! that! the!amount!of! IDPs/IDRs! increases!with!organismal!complexity!could!be!explained!by!the! observation! that! disorder! is! abundant! in! processes! intuitively! related! to!complexity,! such! as! those! involved! in! the! coordination! of! various! organelles! of!eukaryotes!(e.g.!signaling)11,69,70.!!This!is!also!supported!by!the!notion!that!ID!plays!a!key! role! in! proteinPprotein! interactions71,72,73,! especially! in! moonlighting,! when!proteins! bind! to! different! partners! and! perform! different! functions74.! The!relationship! between! organismal! complexity! and! ID! will! addressed! in! detail! in!Chapter!3,! in!which!we!analyze!the!function!of!the!most!disordered!proteins! in! !A.*
thaliana.!!





of! characterizing! its! role! in!protein! function.! ! ! In! the!next! section,!we!will! discuss!current!attempts!to!classify!ID!according!to!its!functional!and!structural!functions.!
1.2.1. Structural(and(functional(classification(of(protein(disorder(




Protein!disorder!also!affects!protein!function.!Disordered!stretches!can!serve!as!flexible*linkers!that!function!as!spacers!allowing!conformational!changes!altering!the! relative! orientation! of! different! structural! domains! within! a! protein82.! ! The!function!of! these!entropic! chains! relies!on! their! ability! to! rapidly! fluctuate!among!alternative!states!with!similar!conformational!energies.!!Acting!as!entropic!springs,!bristles,!spacers,!linkers,!they!generate!force!against!structural!changes!or!influence!the!orientation!or!localization!of!the!attached!domains83.!By!definition,!the!functions!of! flexible! linkers! cannot! be! fulfilled! by! rigid! structures.! Moreover,! multidomain!proteins!cannot!exist!without!disordered! linkers!that!regulate!distance!and!enable!freedom! in! the! orientational! search.! Examples! of! this! flexible! regions! include! a!region! of! the! protein! titin! (which! varies! from! 180! residues! to! 2,174! residues,!depending! on! the! isoform! considered),! involved! in! maintaining! the! appropriate!length! of! muscle! fibers84! and! the! entropic! bristle! that! provides! spacing! in! the!cytoskeleton! and! the! FG! repeat! region! of! nucleoporins85,86.! In! Chapter! 4,! we! will!discuss! the! function! of! these! disorderPbased! linkers! in! the! context! of! vesicle!trafficking!proteins.!!




weak! and! of! limited! specificity18),! and! iii)! effectors,! iv)! scavengers! and! v)!assemblers,!which!!are!involved!in!permanent!interactions.!!!!
Display* sites,! such!as!phosphorylation,!ubiquitination!and!proteolytic!attack!sites! tend! to! occur! in! disordered! segments! of! proteins90.! ! Examples! include! the!ubiquitination! sites! of! securin! and! cyclin! B91! and! the! degradation! of! nonPubiquinated! disordered! proteins! such! as! tau,! casein92,93,! and! p2194! by! the! 20SPproteasome.! Among! chaperones,! those! assisting! RNA! folding! seem! to! be! specially!enriched! in! disordered! regions! (e.g.! nucleocapsid! protein! 7/9,! ribosomal! S12,! the!prion!protein!NPterminal!domain)89.!Disordered!proteins!acting!as!effectors!bind!and!modify! the!activity!of! their!partner!enzyme.!Examples!of!effector!proteins!are!p21!and!its!homologue!p27,!which!inhibit!cyclinPdependent!kinases88!while!at!the!same!time! promoting! assembly! of! the! cyclinPCdk! complex! leading! to! Cdk!activation95.Scavenger! proteins! are! typically!used! to! store! and/or!neutralize! small!ligands.!Casein,!for!example,!prevents!calcium!precipitation!in!milk!by!sequestering!small! clusters! of! calcium! phosphate88.! Structural! flexibility! is! also! crucial! in!





The! classification! reported! above! allows! to! systematically! group! the!functional!roles!of! IDPs.!However,!a!single!protein!or!even!protein!region!can!also!combine! multiple! functions.! IDPs’! functions! complement! those! of! structured!proteins! having! more! topological! constraints:! ! certain! complexes,! for! example,!cannot!be!assembled!from!rigid!components.!!





bound! to! CBP! and! cyclin! A2).! Moreover,! different! residues! are! involved! in! these!interactions102.!
Short! segments! in! disordered! regions! (usually! l0! to! 15! residues)! that!modulate!molecular! recognition! have! been! extensively! studied! and! designated! as!molecular!recognition!features!(MoRFs)103,104,105,!eukaryotic!linear!motifs!(ELMs)106,!short! linear!motifs! (SLiMs)32,!and!ANCHOR!regions107.! !ELMs!and!SLiMs!are!based!on!sequence!motif! identification,!while!MoRFs!and!ANCHOR!regions!are!extracted!directly!from!disorder!predictors.!!
Molecular!recognition!might!also!be!mediated!by! longer!disordered!regions!(about!20P30!residues)!that!correspond!to!whole!disordered!domains108.!!According!to! Tompa! et* al.,! these! regions! actually! satisfy! the! classical! definition! of! protein!domain:! i)! they! are! structurally! and! functionally! independent! elements! of! the!protein,!ii)!their!sequence!is!evolutionary!conserved!(hence!it!can!be!recognized!by!homology)!and!iii)!they!possess!at!least!one!specific!biological!function.! !There!are!several!existing!protein!domains!reported!in!the!Pfam109!database!belonging!to!this!category,!while!many!long!disordered!regions!correspond!to!domains!that!are!likely!not!yet!represented!in!Pfam.!




can!be!regarded!as!an!example!of!evolutionary!convergence69.!Disordered!domains!on! the! other! hand,! represent! functional! units! that! are! spread! in! the! genome! by!inheritance,!which!suggests!evolutionary!divergence112.!!
!
1.2.2. Protein(disorder(from(an(evolutionary(perspective(
As! structure! is! closely! related! to! function,! it! is! also! subject! to! evolutionary!pressure.!Protein!evolution!is!usually!empirically!described!through!the!comparison!of! homologous! proteins.! Dayhoff! et* al.! proposed! a!model! to! evaluate! evolution! of!proteins!based!on!assessing!the!frequency!with!which!different!amino!acids!occur!in!a! given! position! among! the! different! homologs113.! ! According! to! this!model,! only!point! mutations! having! neutral! or! positive! effect! on! the! protein! function! will! be!selected!during!evolution.!!




According!to!Brown!et*al.,!however,!since!some!of!these!studies!were!based!on!models!biased!towards!evolutionary!changes!found!in!structured!proteins,!it!was!not! surprising! that! disordered! regions!were! lost114.! ! To! overcome! this! limitation,!they!developed!and!compared!models!of!evolution!for!IDPs!and!structured!proteins,!and! noticed! that! IDPs! have! unique! patterns! of! amino! acid! substitutions! when!compared! to! their! structured! counterparts120.! Szalkowski! and! Anisimova! also!showed! that! there! are! significant! differences! in! the! evolution! of! disordered! and!structured! proteins121.! They! observed! that! disorder! promoting! amino! acids! are!more! conserved! in! IDRs! than! in! structured! regions,! suggesting! that! not! only! the!amino! acid! composition,! but! also! the! specific! sequence! is! important! for! function.!Interestingly,! they! also! reported! that! in! almost! one! third! of! their! dataset,! IDRs!evolved!more! slowly! than! the! structured! segments! of! the! proteins.! ! Additionally,!other!studies!reported! that! the!sequence!conservation!of!disordered!Pfam!protein!domains!was!similar!to!that!of!structured!Pfam!domains119,108.!!




function.! Protein! modification! sites,! for! instance,! may! be! constrained! because!mutations!in!these!sites!could!have!a!deleterious!effect!on!signaling!events122.!!!!!
Recently,!Mosca!et*al.!showed!that!the!conservation!of!disorder!facilitates!the!change! of! interacting! partners! during! evolution123.! Furthermore,! different! studies!have! suggested! that! nature! uses! protein! disorder! to! adapt! to! different!environments124.!Archea!proteins!are!relatively!rich!in!disorder,!which!is!thought!to!help!them!accommodate!to!hostile!environments125.!Similarly,!organisms!with!high!tolerance! for! mutations! tend! to! be! enriched! in! disorder.! This! is! the! case! of!
Deinococcus* radiodurans,! a! bacterium! capable! of! surviving! high! doses! of!radiation126.! ! In! general,! it! appears! that! harsh! environmental! conditions! tend! to!favor!increased!disorder!content.!.!!Disorder!could!be!therefore!regarded!as!a!buffer!against! deleterious! mutations124.! The! conservation! of! flexibility! and! function! of!disordered!regions,!seem!to!suggest!the!existence!of!a!selective!pressure!to!maintain!disorder!throughout!evolution.!!This!conservation!seems!to!confirm!the!relevance!of!IDPs’!functional!roles127,128.!!









promiscuity!or!moonlighting74).!As!a!result,!this!contextPdependent!folding!activates!or! inhibits! signaling! processes! that! can! have! completely! orthogonal! outcomes.!!Flexible! regions! of! IDPs! may! also! facilitate! access! to! enzymes! and! effectors! that!mediate!postPtranslational!modifications!and!recognize!the!postPtranslational!code.!!Specific!postPtranslational!modifications!allow!combinatorial!regulation!and!the!use!of!the!same!protein!in!multiple!biological!processes7.!!









dynamic! conformations.! ! This! dynamic! binding! is! different! from! the! classical!understanding! of! protein! binding! interactions,! in! which! binding! implies! bringing!proteins! together,! and! fixing! them! spatially! and! temporally.! Tompa! and! Fuxreiter!also! present! a! schematic! classification! of! the! functional! roles! that! disordered!regions!may!play! in!dynamic! complexes:! i)!clamp*model,!where! IDRs! can! increase!the! conformational! freedom! and! adaptability! of! the! two! binding! regions! (in! this!case,! the!disordered! segment! serves! as! a! linker!between! two!ordered! recognition!regions144,145,146);!ii)*flanking*model,!where!disordered!regions!leave!space!for!other!binding! partners,! postPtranslational! modifications! or! prevent! aggregation!(frequently!observed!when! IDPs!bind! through! short!binding!motifs:! IDRs! flanking!the! interaction! interface! remain! disordered! while! the! binding! interface! becomes!structured90,147,89);!or!iii)!random*model,!which!is!the!extreme!case!of!disorder:!the!entire! protein! remains! disordered! in! the! bound! state143,148(ideal! for! transient!interactions).!!
!The! formation!of! fuzzy!complexes!has!been!described! for!a!whole!range!of!interactions,! including:! IDPs! interacting!with! structured! proteins149,150,151,152,! with!other!IDPs153,154,155!and!with!biological!membranes156,157.!!A!similar!binding!mode!is!expected! to! apply! for! IDPs! interacting! with! nucleic! acids! and! other!macromolecules129.!!




versatility! and! reversibility! to! the! interactions,! aiding! in! proteinPprotein!interactions!regulation.!
1.2.4. Methods(to(predict(and(evaluate(protein(disorder((
The!highly!dynamic!nature!of! IDPs’!precludes! the!determination!of!a!unique!highPresolution! structure.! ! Consequently,! experimental!methods! are! needed! to! identify!constraints!on!the!ensemble!of!states!sampled!by!an!IDP!at!multiple!time!scales.!The!integration! of! both! computational! and! experimental! techniques! allows!characterizing!the!full!spectrum!of!structural!and!dynamic!features!of!IDPs.!!
Biophysical!methods!allow!determining!IDPs!protein!structure!and!dynamic!behavior! at! different! timePscales.! ! These! are! crucial! for! the! structural!characterization! of! IDPs! and! for! determining! the! relationship! between! the! highly!dynamic! structure! of! IDPs! and! their! biological! functions.! ! ! Biophysical! methods!provide! information! on! many! of! the! IDPs! features! including! their! shape,!conformational!stability,!overall!compactness,!residual!secondary!structure,!regions!of!enhanced!or!restricted!mobility,!transientPlongPrange!contacts19,158.!!




Results! obtained! with! NMR! spectroscopy! also! showed! that! some! proteins!with! known! biological! functions! did! not! have! a! stable,! wellPdefined! structure! in!solution59.! This! technique! is! based! on! the! information! provided! by! the! molecule!atomic!nuclei!and!their!local!environments,!and!it!is!the!best!tool!for!providing!highPresolution!structural! information!on! IPDs! in!solution.!NMR!spectroscopy!however,!presents!some!technical!limitations,!such!as!the!limited!protein!size,!lack!of!spectral!dispersion! due! to! similar! environments! for! different! residues,! and! increased!redundancy! due! to! the! presence! of! tandem! repeats! (often! found! in! disordered!proteins).!!Additionally,!this!technique!cannot!provide!information!about!the!overall!size! and! shape! of! IDPs.! ! InPcell! NMR! spectroscopy,! on! the! other! hand,! is! used! to!characterize! IDPs! in! their! natural! environments! (i.e.! within! cells).! This! approach!allows!investigating!the!hypothesis!that!predicted!disordered!proteins!are!forced!to!adopt!a!3D!structure! if!present! in! the!crowded!cellular!environment.!This!method!has!been!applied!to!both!bacterial!and!eukaryotic!cells161,162!and!it!has!been!widely!exploited!recently! for! studying! ID! in!motor!proteins!such!as!kinesin!and!dynein58.!Finally,!heteronuclear!multidimensional!NMR!spectroscopy!can!be!especially!useful!for! the!direct!measurement!of! IDRs’!mobility163.! It! can!also! supply! information!on!the!extent! to!which!IDRs!engage! in!the! formation!of! transient!secondary!structure!elements164.!!





SinglePmolecule!studies!can!be!very!effective!to!describe!IDP!structure,!since!they! allow! to! observe! transient! intermediates! and! both! static! and! dynamic!heterogeneity! of! structure18.! Kodera! et* al.! proposed! a! technique! allowing! the!observation! of! both! static! and! dynamic! heterogeneity! in! IDP! structure! without!ensemble! averaging165.! This! novel! technique,! called! highPspeed! atomic! force!microscopy,!allows!visualizing!conformational! transitions! in! structural!disorder.! It!was! used! to! witness! the! dynamic! behavior! of! myosin! V! molecules! translocating!along! actin! filaments165.! ! This! experiment! provides! direct! evidence! of! dynamic!molecular! behavior,! leading! to! a! comprehensive! understanding! of! the! motor!mechanism.! ! This! approach! seems! very! promising! to! study! the! structure! and!dynamics!of!IDPs!in!action.!!!
The! experimental! identification! of! disordered! regions! is! often! convoluted!and! presents! some! limitations.! Additionally,! it! can! only! be! applied! to! smallPscale!studies!involving!few!proteins.!An!alternative!approach!to!predict!disordered!region!is!provided!by!computational!methods.!
1.2.4.1. Theoretical(basis(of(computational(methods(to(predict(proteins’(
intrinsic(disorder(




sequencing!projects.!Their!popularity!has!also!been!boosted!by! the! fact! that!CASP!(Critical! Assessment! of! Structure! Prediction)! experiments! have! included! disorder!prediction! to! their! tasks! since! 200262,63,64,65,66.! These! techniques! are! based! on! the!premise!that!amino!acid!sequence!should!encode!for!nonPfolding!just!as!it!encodes!for!protein!folding.!Predictors!can!be!usually!classified!into!three!main!categories:!i)!propensity! based! predictors,! ii)! machine! learning! algorithms,! and! iii)! algorithms!based! on! interresidue! contacts.! This! division! is! not!mutually! exclusive,! and! some!predictors!may!use!more!than!one!approach.!In!addition,!several!predictors!can!be!combined!to!give!rise!to!a!forth!category:!iv)!metapredictors.!!
Propensity=based(predictors(
These!methods! are! based! on! the! amino! acid! composition! of! the! sequence.!Amino! acids! are! classified! according! to! Dunker! and! Romero’s! assessment! of! the!abundance! of! residues! in! disordered! vs.! ordered! protein! segments! (also! used! in!other! disorder! prediction! approaches)70,166.! Dunker! et* al.! showed! that! IDPs! are!significantly! depleted! in! orderPpromoting! residues,! which! include! bulky!hydrophobic!amino!acids!(Ile,!Leu!and!Val)!and!aromatic!amino!acids!(Trp,!Tyr,!Phe)!that!would!normally! form!the!hydrophobic!core!of! the!protein!along!with!Cys!and!Asn.!Conversely,!disorderPpromoting!residues!include!Ala,!Arg,!Gly,!Gln,!Ser,!Pro,!Glu!and!Lys.!




approach!is!to!use!the!biased!amino!acid!composition!of!IDRs:!they!have!low!overall!mean! hydropathy! (i.e.! sum! of! the! hydropathies! of! all! residues! divided! by! the!number!of!residues!of!the!chain)!and!high!mean!net!charge!(i.e.!net!charge!at!7.0!pH!divided!by!the!total!number!of!residues).!!The!rationale!behind!this!approach!is!that!high!net!charge!leads!to!chargePcharge!repulsion,!while!low!hydrophobicity!implies!a!weak!driving! force! for! the! formation!of!a!compact!structure167.!Several!methods!use!different!measures!based!on!charge!and!hydrophobicity.!Foldindex!for!example,!calculates! the! distribution! of! the! mean! charge! and! mean! hydrophobicity! for! a!predefined! sequence! window,! providing! a! perPresidue! disorder! prediction168.!
Globplot! is! based! on! the! relative! propensity! of! residues! to! be! in! an!ordered/disordered!state!according!to!a!predefined!amino!acid!scale!based!on!the!difference!in!the!probability!for!a!given!amino!acid!to!be!in!a!secondary!structure!or!to!be!in!random!coil169.!!This!approach!identifies!ordered!domains!thus!eliminating!segments!that!are!predicted!to!be!ordered,!but!that!are!too!short!to!fold.!
Machine(learning(algorithms(




disorder,! they! use! protein! sequence! as! an! input! and! provide! a! perPresidue!prediction!of!disorder.!!
The!PONDR*family!of!algorithms60,! for!example,!use!methods!based!on!NNs,!while!others!use!a!combination!of!NNs!and!SVMs.!!The!inputs!of!these!predictors!are!sequence! features! (e.g.! coordination! number,! hydropathy,! net! charge,! and! the!fraction! of! the! various! amino! acid! groups)! calculated!within! a! sequence!window.!!The!training!sets!are!different!in!the!various!algorithms!(e.g.!missing!residues!in!XPray! structures,! characterized! on! disordered! regions,! DisProt).! They! are! especially!useful! for! identifying! regions! that! potentially! undergo! orderPtoPdisorder!transitions105,104.! DisEMBL! uses! an! ensemble! of! feedPforward! networks! that!separately! predict! three! kinds! of! disordered! structures:! i)! residues! within!loop/coils,!ii)!residues!in!hot!loops!(with!high!BPfactors,!i.e.!with!high!mobility)!and!iii)!residues!missing!from!XPray!structures170.!!This!method!is!especially!suitable!for!predicting!short!disordered!regions.!!




trained!on!the!whole!protein!sequence.!SPRITZ!is!implemented!by!a!nonPlinear!SVM!based! on!multiple! aligned! sequences! and! consists! of! two! separate! predictors! for!long!and!short!disorder!regions172.!
Prediction(methods(based(on(interresidue(contacts(
Prediction!methods!based!on!structural!and!energetic!features!not!relying!on!experimental! data! allow! overcoming! limitations! associated! with! biased! and!insufficiently!populated!datasets.!They!are!based!on!the!assumption!that!disorder!in!proteins! is!a!consequence!of! the! lack!or! low!level!of! interresidue!contacts!that!are!not! able! to! compensate! the! large! decrease! in! conformational! entropy! during!folding173.! Interresidue! contacts! are! especially! important! in! heavily! interacting!residue! clusters,! which! are! essential! to! stabilize! the! folded! protein! structure174.!




composition!of!the!neighboring!amino!acids,!and!it!is!summarized!in!a!20x20!energy!predictor! matrix.! Residues! with! less! favorable! predicted! energies! are! generally!more!likely!to!be!disordered.!The!parameters!of!this!method!are!defined!based!on!a!dataset! of! globular!proteins,! larger! than!any!dataset! of! disordered!proteins.!Thus,!this!method!is!more!stable!than!methods!with!a!large!number!of!parameters!trained!on!a!limited!(and!even!ambiguous)!disordered!set!of!proteins.!!IUPred!is!capable!of!predicting! both! short! and! long! disordered! regions.! Finally,! ANCHOR! is! especially!designed!to!predict!biding!regions!located!in!disordered!segments!of!a!protein107.!!It!identifies! segments! located! in! disordered! regions! that! cannot! form! enough!favorable! interchain! interactions,! but! are! able! to! gain! energetically! by! interacting!with! a! globular! partner! protein.! This! method! uses! the! same! energy! estimation!method!as!IUPred.!
Metapredictors(








At! present,! several! CASP! experiments! have! evaluated! the! performance! of!different! ID! prediction! methods.! Predictions! based! on! amino! acid! sequences! are!made! in! parallel! to! their! structure! determination.! ! Once! the! structure! of! a! given!protein!is!completed,!the!results!from!the!different!prediction!groups!are!compared.!CASP!experiments!evaluate!overall!accuracy!of! the!methods!according! to!different!measurements!based!on!specificity!and!sensitivity.!According!to!Monastyrskyy!et*al.,!although! the! number! of! participating! disorder! prediction! groups! has! been!increasing!over!the!years,!this!does!not!correlate!with!an!increase!in!the!predictors’!performance6649,55,43,42.! Even!metapredictors! are! still! considered! inaccurate! as! the!best! increments! represent! less! than! a! 10%! accuracy! increase! over! individual!predictors!178.!!!




predictors!are!usually!trained!focusing!on!specific!types!of!disorder,!which!may!lead!them! to! perform! poorly! if! confronted! with! other! types! of! disorder.! Different!disorder!predictions!vary!significantly!in!their!performance!on!the!DisProt!database,!with!generally!high!sensitivity!and!low!specificity!values167.!!Thus,!the!choice!of!the!disorder! predictor! is! crucial.! ! Some! predictors,! for! example,! classify! sequences!characterized! as! Charged! Single!αPHelices! (CSAHs,! i.e.! sequences! adopting! stable!helical! conformation! in! water)! as! both! IDPs! and! coiled.! ! ! On! the! other! hand,! the!predictors’!performances!also!depend!on!the!evaluation!criteria!used:!while!a!given!prediction! method! might! be! more! focused! on! reducing! its! false! positive! rate,!another!method!could!penalize!more!the!false!negative!rate.!!!




can!also! introduce!bias!on! the! length!and! location!of! the!disordered!regions182,183.!!Despite! all! these! limitations,! current! accuracies! of! predictors! are! around! 80%! in!terms! of! the! averaged! value! of! specificity! and! sensitivity! according! to! recent!CASP966.!
The! most! important! constraint! for! the! further! development! of! disorder!predictions! is! the! lack!of! conceptually!novel!methods.! In!our!opinion,!new!models!based!on!the!nature!of!the!different!types!of!disorder!are!likely!to!enable!significant!progress!in!the!field.!
Last,! the!specific!application!determines!the!choice!of! the!most!appropriate!predictor.! Predictors! especially! developed! to! identify! long! stretches! of! disordered!residues,!for!example,!are!more!suited!to!conduct!whole!genome!predictions,!while!ANCHOR! can! be! used! to! evaluate! the! involvement! of! protein! disorder! in!interactions184.!
1.2.5. Protein(disorder,(disease,(and(drug(development((
The! vast! implications! IDPs! have! in! many! different! cellular! processes! were!described!in!the!preceding!sections.!Not!surprisingly,!IDPs!have!recently!been!found!to! be! tightly! regulated185,186,! and,! they! have! been! often! linked! to! diverse!pathologies14.!!




disordered! nature! and! which! is! associated! with! the! development! of! Parkinson’s!disease13,14,15.! Interestingly,! the! high! degree! of! association! between! ID! and!neurodegenerative!diseases!might!be!due!not!to!the!lack!of!structure!of!IDPs!(which!might!lead!them!to!aggregate)!but!mainly!to!IDPs!and!IDRs’!functions!as!regulatory!proteins!and!signal!transducers.!Therefore,!mutations!in!IDPs/IDRs!can!impair!the!protein’s! function! or! expression! and,! in! turn,! this! loss! of! function! often! leads! to!disease.!More! specifically,!mutations! in! IDRs!may! impair! their! ability! to! properly!identify! binding! partners.! As! previously! mentioned,! IDPs! are! often! promiscuous!interactors! and! serve! as! hubs! in! protein! networks.! The! deletion! of! such! heavily!connected!nodes! is!often! lethal! for! the!organism187,39.! Failure! to!activate! signaling!cascades,! for! example,!may! lead! to! cancer.! In! fact,! several! cellPsignaling!and!other!cancerPassociated!proteins!are!enriched!in!disorder16.!Tumor!suppressor!p53,!cPmyc!protoPoncogene,! FUS! oncogene,!Mdm2! oncoprotein! and! BRCA1,! among! others,! all!have!long!regions!of!disorder8.!!
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2.1. Introduction(










the! relationship! between! sequencePstructure! of! αsyn.! Our! approach! will! allow!predicting!the!protein!regions!that!affect!αsyn’s!aggregation!propensity.!!
The! aggregation! behavior! of! polypeptides! has! been! reported! to! largely!depend!on!the!intrinsic!properties!encoded!in!the!sequence!composition!and!in!the!primary! structure194,198.! Particularly,! short! regions! (known! as! hot! spots)! with!specific! physicochemical! properties! are! believed! to! initiate! the! selfPassembly!process! by! nucleating! the! aggregation! reaction199.! Because! the! intrinsic! sequence!properties! that! determine! aggregation! propensity! are! known198,199,! computational!methods! based! on! these! properties! can! be! used! to! analyze! the! aggregation!propensities!of!protein!sequences200.! !In!this!study,!we!will!design!protein!variants!with! different! physicochemical! properties! and! predict! their! aggregation!propensities!using!a!combination!of!computational!tools.!This!strategy!will!allow!us!to!identify!the!specific!protein!regions!that!are!responsible!for!αsyn’s!propensity!to!aggregate.!!Finally,!we!will!design!αsyn!variants!with!specific!predicted!aggregation!propensities,!which!can!be!experimentally!tested!to!validate!these!predictions.!!!
2.2.1. Hypothesis(






We! collected! protein! sequence! and! functional! information! for! αsyn! (gene!name:! SNCA,! UniProt! ID:! SYUA_HUMAN)! and! reported! variants! from! different!sources!(i.e.!databases,!experimental!information,!computational!predictor!tools)!as!described!below.!These!protein!features!were!mapped!into!the!protein!sequence!of!αsyn.!This!information!was!used!to!explore!the!αsyn!sequence!and!identify!regions!that! potentially! modulate! the! protein’s! aggregation! propensity.! ! Finally,! a! set! of!candidate! mutations! with! the! most! dramatic! affects! on! the! protein’s! aggregation!propensity!was!proposed.!!
2.2.2.1. Data(collection(




other!proteins!matched!αsyn!sequence.!All! this! information!was!complemented!by!an! extensive! literature! search! of! mutagenesis! experiments! reported! to! alter!aggregation! propensity196,202,203,204,205! and! the! aggregation! propensity! of! αsyn!isoforms206,207!.!!









All! protein! sequence! and! functional! information! for! αsyn! and! reported!protein! variants,! mutagenesis! experiments,! along! with! all! the! important! protein!sites! (e.g.! phosphorylation,! linear! motifs)! collected! in! the! previous! section! were!mapped! into! the! protein! sequence! of! αsyn.! The! purpose! of! this! mapping! was! to!integrate! all! information! that! might! contribute! to! the! identification! of! protein!regions!able!to!alter!αsyn!aggregation!propensity.!
2.2.2.3. Mutant(design(
Based! on! the! information! collected! and! mapped! into! αsyn’s! sequence! as!described!above,!point!mutations! in!the!gene!encoding!αsyn!expected!to!modulate!the!predicted!aggregation!propensity!were!identified.!!!
To! identify! candidate! mutations! decreasing! the! protein’s! aggregation!propensity,!we!selected!residues!reported!to!have!that!effect.!We!!include:!i)!charged!residues,!because!they!tend!to!increase!protein!solubility218!(R!preferred!over!D,E),!ii)! proline! residues,! because! they! function! as! aggregation! breakers211.! Conversely,!we! maintained! positions! of! gatekeeper! residues! Ptypically! glycines! flanking!aggregation! hot! spotsP! because! they! are! considered! to! minimize!aggregation209,219,220.!




breaker!residues!such!as!prolines!and!gatekeeper!residues.! !Since!extrinsic! factors!(such! as! pH! decrease! or! a! temperature! increase)! induce! the! formation! of! more!ordered! structures! and! accelerate! αsyn! fibrillation! and! aggregation221,206,222,! we!assumed!that!point!mutations!of!αsyn!leading!to!a!more!ordered!structure!will!also!increase!aggregation!propensity.!Thus,!we!also!considered!that!replacing!disorderPpromoting! residues! (e.g.! residues! that! favor! more! unstructured! states! of! the!protein)!for!orderPpromoting!residues!(e.g.!bulky!hydrophobic!amino!acids!such!as!Ile,! Leu! and! Val,! aromatic! amino! acids! such! as! Trp,! Tyr,! Phe,! along!with! Cys! and!Asn70,166)!may!have!an!increasing!effect!on!aggregation!if!such!residues!are!located!predicted!disordered!regions.!
To!test!αsyn!mutations!we!used!the!following!method:!!
1. Point!mutations! were! introduced! in! different! regions! of! the! protein! sequence!(e.g.! disordered! regions,! regions! predicted! to! aggregate,! regions! predicted! to!form!amyloid,!gatekeeper!residues).!
2. Aggregation! propensity,! amyloid! propensity,! intrinsic! disorder! and! disorder!binding!regions!of!the!protein!variants!were!calculated.!!









!ii)!Residues* 61?95,! containing! the!NAC! (NonPAbeta!Component)! region! and!two! additional! protein! repeats.! The! NAC! region! is! a! 35Presidue! segment! rich! in!hydrophobic!amino!acids!and!seems!to!be!involved!in!fibril!formation223.!.!!
iii)!Residues*96?140!P!a!predominantly!charged!and!disordered!region.!!!
The! first! two! regions! are! involved! in! binding! to! lipid! structures,!while! the!third!region!is!involved!in!proteinPprotein!interactions2.!!




E46K!and!A53T,!which!are!associated!with!hereditary!forms!of!Parkinson’s!disease,!are! located! in! this! exon.! Additionally,! αsyn! isoform! 2P4! does! not! contain! exon! 5!(residues!103P130),!which!increases!aggregation224.!We!suggest!that!this!increase!in!aggregation! is! due! to! the! fact! that! that! exon! 5! is! located! in! one! of! the! predicted!disordered!regions,!and!thus!decreases!!the!protein’s!disorder!content.!!
Aberrant!phosphorylation!of! αsyn! in! association!with!disease!development!was! reported2.! ! Interestingly,! the! predicted! disordered! binding! regions! of! αsyn!(Figure! 2P1B),! are! enriched! in! phosphorylation! sites106,! which! is! consistent! with!previous! works! correlating! phosphorylation! sites! with! disordered! regions! of!proteins90.! Most! of! the! mutagenesis! experiments! reported! to! alter! αsyn’s!aggregation! propensity225,! including! previously! characterized! mutations! found! in!hereditary! cases! of! Parkinson’s! disease203,204,205! (Ala30Pro,! Ala53Tyr,! and!Glu46Lys),! ! are! located! in! the! NAC! region,! where! phosphorylation! and!ubiquitination!are!also!rare!(Figure!2P1B).!









Figure(2=1.(Representation(of(αsyn’s(main( functional( and( structural( features(
(obtained( as( described( in( Methods)( and( mapped( into( the( sequence.( ( A)(
Secondary( structure( elements( (H=helix,( BS=Beta( Strand,( T=TURN);( highly(
amyloidogenic( NAC( region,( and( exon( composition( (numbered( 2( to( 6,(
alternating(gray(and(purple;(exon(3(is((missing(in(isoform(2=5,(while(exon(5(is((
missing( in( isoform( 2=4)( B)( Phosphorylation( and( ubiquitination( sites;(
pathogenic(mutations,( and( other( relevant( rationally=designed(mutations.( ( C)(
Disordered( regions( (pink,( predicted( by( IuPred);( disordered( binding( regions(
(predicted( by( ANCHOR);( amylodogenic( region( (predicted( by( Waltz);(
aggregation=prone( regions( (predicted( by( Aggregscan,( Zyggregator,( and(









2.2.3.1. Mutations( in( specific( regions( of( αsyn( alter( its( aggregation(
propensity((
The!aggregation!propensity! (AP)! scores!predicted!by!TANGO! for!αsyn!wild!type! (AP! score! =! 896.1,! dotted! line)! and! for! the! 436! variants! containing! singlePresidue!substitutions!(stars)!are!shown!in!Figure!2P2!(top).!Four!“aggregation!dips”!can!be!identified!by!the!local!minima!of!AP!scores!corresponding!to!specific!protein!regions.!Point!mutations!in!these!regions!tend!to!have!more!dramatic!effect!on!the!AP! scores! than! those! outside! of! the! aggregation! dips,! resulting! in! AP! scores!significantly! lower! than!wild! type!αsyn.!Moreover,! the!nature!of! the!mutation!has!little!effect!the!protein’s!AP!as!residues!with!different!chemical!properties!result!in!similar!AP!scores.!In!addition,!protein!variants!resulting!from!mutations!disrupting!known!αsyn!motifs106! (dark!segments! in!Figure!2P1A)!also!seem!to!have!marginal!effect! on! the! protein’s! AP.! This! observation! is! not! consistent! with! previously!reported! evidence! showing! that! motifs! may! have! significant! role! in! maintaining!αsyn!in!natively!folded!state226.!




scores)!were! predicted:!hs1! (residues! 14P19),!hs2! (residues! 34P43),* hs3! (residues!49P57)!and!hs4!(residues!66P79).!The!predicted!disordered!regions!(in!grey)!and!the!predicted! disordered! binding! regions! (in! blue)! appear! to! flank! the! hot! spots,!suggesting! that! aggregation! prone! regions! are! not! compatible! with! structural!disorder.! Consistent! with! previous! observations209,! small,! hydrophobic! residues!such! as! Val,! Ala,! and! Tyr! tend! to! increase! the! protein’s! aggregation! propensity!regardless!of!the!position!of!the!mutation!with!respect!to!sequence!elements!!such!as! motifs,! repeats! and! disordered! regions.! Prolines! also! function! as! aggregation!breakers! when! located! in! the! protein’s! hot! spots.! In! summary,! the! protein! AP! is!affected! by! mutations! in! these! aggregation! hot! spots! and! the! aggregation!propensities!of!αsyn!variants!resulting!from!point!mutations!inside!aggregation!hot!spots!are!similar!in!value.!Thus,!in!order!to!decrease!the!protein’s!AP,!it!is!important!to!mutate!residues! inside! the!consensus!hot!spots,!while!also!considering! that! the!closer!the!position!of!the!mutation!to!the!hot!spots’!ends,!the!lower!the!effect!of!the!mutation!on!the!AP.!Our!results!also!confirm!that!mutations!of!gatekeeper!glycines!(those! flanking! the! hot! spots’! ends)! tend! to! increase! aggregation.! The! use! of!gatekeeper! residues! seems! to! have! evolved! as! a! strategy! to! minimize!aggregation209,219,220.! Furthermore,! gatekeepers! are! also! thought! to! determine!chaperone!selectivity!for!highly!aggregationPprone!protein!regions.!!




substitution! was! chosen! as! control! because! it! does! not! belong! to! any! predicted!aggregation!hot!spot,!or!to!any!predicted!disordered!region,!thus!we!assume!should!not!affect!the!disorder!content!of!the!protein).!In!fact,!this!mutation!results!in!an!AP!score!(AP!score!=!892.7)!very!similar!to!that!of!wild!type!αsyn.!
Mutations! in! the!protein!regions!defined!by!hot!spots!hs4*and!hs2*result! in!the!lowest!aggregation!propensity!scores.!To!analyze!hs4,!we!propose!to!mutagenize!Val71! to! charged! residues! such! as! Lys! and! Arg! (AP! score! =! 408.8! for! both).!Mutagenizing!Val74!to!Asp!will!result!in!a!similar!aggregation!propensity!score!(AP!score!=!406.5).!To!investigate!hs2,!we!propose!to!test!the!mutation!Val37Pro,!which!was!predicted!to!result!in!the!lowest!aggregation!propensity!(AP!score!=610.01).!!In!addition,! combining! pairs! of! proposed! mutations! to! generate! the! double! mutant!Val37Pro/Val71Lys!αsyn!was!observed! to!have!a!synergistic!effect!on!aggregation!(AP! score! =! 121.7).! A! similar! result! was! obtained! with! the! double! mutant!Val71Arg/Val37Gln!αsyn!(AP!score!=!123.8).!!




observed! to! cause! a! dramatic! increase! in! AP! (AP! score! =1205.1).! The! combined!effect! of! double!mutants!with! opposing!AP! tendencies! results! in! a! decrease! in!AP!(Val71Lys/His50Val,!AP!score!=!1193.7).! !Finally,!because!mutating!glycines!acting!as!potential!gatekeepers!of!aggregation!hot!spots!also!increases!the!AP,!we!propose!mutating!glycine!at!position!14,!which!flank!the!hs1,!into!a!Val!(AP!score!=1361.9)!or!into!an!Arg!(AP!score!=!1026.4).!!







Figure( 2=2.( Aggregation( propensity( scores( of( αsyn( (wild( type)( and( of( αsyn(
containing( single=residue( susbtitutions.( Top:( The( aggregation( score( was(
calculated(with(TANGO,(the(dotted(line(represents(the(aggregation(propensity(
obtained( for(αsyn(wild( type.( Each( star( corresponds( to( the(aggregation( score(
(y=axis)( of( a( αsyn( variant( containing( a( single( amino( acid( substition( (x=axis).(
Bottom:( aggregation( regions( of( wild( type( αsyn.( Dark( grey( segments(
correspond( to( predicted( disordered( regions( (IuPred)( and( blue( segments(
correspond( to( predicted(disordered(binding( regions( (ANCHOR).(Aggregation(




















































































































































































































































































































Mutation!!(single!or!double)! Predicted!aggregation!propensity!(AP)!effect!!Lys23Val! Control!!Val37Pro;!Val37Gln;!Val71Lys;!Val71Arg;!Val74Asp! Decrease!AP!Val37Gln/Val71Arg;!Val37Pro/Val71Lys! Decrease!AP!Gly14Val;!Gly14Arg;!His50Val;!His50Ile;!Tyr54Val! Increase!AP!His50Val/Val71Lys! Increase!AP!AP!=!Aggregation!propensity!
2.3. Classification(and(functional(specificity(of(the(Racemase(
protein(family((




synchronized! response! from! the! whole! bacterial! population.! The! molecular!mechanisms! that! regulate! production! of! NCDAAs! remain! unclear.! Moreover,!racemases! are! poorly! characterized! and! generally! considered! substratePspecific.!Lam! et* al.,! however,! suggested! that! some! racemases! can! have! multisusbtrate!specificity6.! They! reported! a! Vibrio* cholerae! racemase! that! accounts! for! the!accumulation!of!DPMet,!DPLeu,!DPIle,!and!DPVal,!and!racemizes!10!different!DPamino!acids.! This! Broad! Spectrum! Racemase! (BsrV),! however,! was! annotated! in! the!UniProt!!database231!as!Alanine!Racemase!!2!(ALR2_VIBCH),!because!it!was!thought!to! be! only! capable! of! racemizing! alanine.! V.! cholerae* produces! another! alaninePspecific!racemase!(ALR1_VIBCH).!Thus,!the!current!UniProt!annotation!of!these!two!proteins!does!not!distinguish!between!the!type!of!DPamino!acid!they!produce:!they!are! both! allocated! Enzyme! Commission! Number! (EC=5.1.1.1)! indicating! that! they!produce! DPAla.! These! two! racemases! share! similarity! in! protein! sequence! and!structure,! and! both! use! pyridoxal! 5’Pphosphate! (PLP)! as! cofactor! to! catalyze! the!racemization! reaction,! yet! they! have! been! experimentally! reported! to! exhibit!different!substrate!specificity6.!Horcajo!et*al.! suggested!that,! in! fact,!many!bacteria!may!have!misPannotated!racemases,!which!have!broader!substrate!specificity!than!what!originally!thought.!This!misPannotation!is!likely!to!be!due!to!the!high!sequence!and!structure!similarity!of!racemases!and!to!the!use!of!PLP!as!cofactor,!which! is!a!common!feature!in!multiple!bacterial!proteins.!!





The!resulting!molecular! footprint!could!be!used!to!design!protein!variants!of!BrsV!with!different!substrate!specificities!for!NCDAA!production!that!could!aid!exploring!their! role! in! bacterial! physiology.! ! NCDAA! production! has! also! had! increasing!application!in!the!pharmaceutical!industry,!biotechnology,!immunodiagnostics,!and!food! industry232.! This! molecular! footprint! could! also! be! used! to! analyze! newly!discovered!proteins1,!thus!allowing!the!proper!classification!of!racemases.!
2.3.1. Hypothesis(
Hypothesis:! Specific* protein* residues* in* racemase* sequences* determine* the*
protein’s*substrate*specificity.*
2.3.2. Methods(




conserved! in! the! MSA! subfamilies.! This! footprint! of! residues! was! also! used! to!identify! 77! putative! multiPsubstrate! specific! racemases! from! different! organisms!that!had!been!probably!missPannotated!previously!as!being!specific!racemases.!
2.3.2.1. Dataset(
The!dataset!was!constructed!by! joining!the!results!of! two!protein!BLAST234!searches! selecting! ALR1! and! BrsV! from! V.! cholerae* as! query! sequences,! and!performing!nonPredundant! searches!with! a!default! parameters! and! a! threshold!of!1EP10.! ! ! These! independent! searches! resulted! in! highly! overlapping! protein! sets!(3,967!proteins!for!ALR1,!and!3,595!proteins!for!BrsV),!stressing!the!high!degree!of!homology! of! alanine! racemases.! Additionally,! we! included! in! the! MSA! protein!sequences! for! which! experimental! or! structural! information! regarding! substrate!specificity! was! available! (F.! Cava,! personal! communication),! including! alanine!racemases! from!E.* coli,! !B.* subtilis,* A.* hydrophila,! ! and!A.* baumanii.! The! resulting!sequences! were! filtered! selecting! only! those! mapped! into! the! UniProt! database,!yielding!a!preliminary!set!of!1,355!protein!sequences.!!
2.3.2.2. Multiple(Sequence(Alignment((




2.3.2.3. Identification( of( Specificity( Determinant( Positions( (SDPs)( and(
protein(subfamilies(




patterns!within! the!MSA44.! ! Such!positions!may!be! conserved! in!a!given!subgroup!but! not! in! another,! or! the! conserved! amino! acid! might! be! different! among! the!subgroups1.!!!














Figure( 2=3.( Schematic( representation( of( S3Det( results( visualized( with( JDet.(
S3Det(is(applied(to(the(multiple(sequence(alignment(of(the(racemase(family((a(
fragment( of( it( is( shown).( The( three=dimensional( projections( of( the( reduced(
protein( and( the( residue( spaces( are( shown.( The( protein( space( represents(
similar(proteins(clustered(in(the(same(spatial(regions(assumed(to(correspond(
to(the(different(subfamilies((marked(in(red,(blue(and(green).(SDPs(are(located(
in( the( corresponding( regions( of( the( residue( space( where( the( clusters( of(
subfamlies( are( located( in( the( protein( space.( The( centers( of( mass( of( each(
protein(subfamily(are(represented(by(circled(dots.(
As! expected,! the! subfamily! classification! implicit! in! the! phylogenetic! tree!(Figure!2P4)!is!in!high!correspondence!with!the!subfamily!classification!provided!by!S3Det.!!



















racemase( familiy( using( neighbour( joining( with( substitution( matrix(






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The!conservationPbased!predicted!functional!sites!identified!by!the!Xdet!and!S3Det!methods! resulted! in! 31! consensus! SDP! candidate! positions.! Each! SDP!was!manually! inspected,! and! only! those! SDPs! having! a! clear! differentiated! residue!pattern!between!the!two!subfamilies!of!interest!were!selected.!SDPs!are!considered!as!“important”!for!the!protein’s!specificity,!thus,!they!are!likely!involved!in!protein!interactions,!involved!ligand!binding,!or!part!of!the!catalytic!site.!However,!nothing!can!be!inferred!on!the!functional!role!of!these!positions.!!Therefore,!SDPs!were!also!examined! from! their! structural! and! functional! context! to! distinguish! only! those!SDPs!potentially!involved!in!substrate!specificity.!!This!information!was!based!both!on!literature!and!expert!knowledge.!Alanine!racemases!are!formed!by!a!headPtoPtail!association!of!two!monomers,!where!each!monomer!is!composed!of!an!NPterminal!




SDPs! candidate! positions,! together! with! the! previous! manual! assessment! of! the!amino! acid! patterns,! resulted! in! a! final! molecular! footprint! of! 16! consensus!functional!sites!putatively!related! to! the!substrate!specificity!of! racemases!(Figure!2P5).!!
!
Figure(2=5.(Substrate(specificity(determining(positions((SDPs)(in(the(racemase(
family.( In( the( top,( the( 16( differentially( conserved( positions( in( subfamily( 1(








Ala165Lys,! Asn167Ala,! Gly169Ala,! Asn174Ala,! Pro206Asn,! Tyr208Ala,! Lys216Ala,!Tyr264Ala,!Gly263Ile!and!Asn38Ala.!Preliminary!results!on!substrate!binding!assays!of!these!BsrV!variants!report!that!certain!point!mutations!result!in!complete!loss!of!substrate! binding.! Other! point! mutations,! however,! result! in! BsrV! variants! that!selectively! limit! the!binding!of! the!different! substrates! (i.e.! the!LPamino!acids)! (In!preparation).! Thus,! it! is! possible! to!modulate! racemases’! binding! to! the! different!substrates! by! selective! mutagenesis.! ! The! 16! residues! putatively! shared! among!broadPspectrum!racemases!mapped!into!the!BsrV!homodimer!structure!are!shown!in!Figure!2P6.!
2.3.3.4. Detection(of(putative(broad=spectrum(racemases(in(bacterial(
genomes(














In! the! αsyn! protein,! there! is! an! urgent! need! to! understand! the! molecular!mechanisms! underlying! αsyn! aggregation! in! living! cells195.! Recent! developments!have! ensured! ways! to! quantify! αsyn! solubility! in! living! cells,! thus,! a! necessary!advancement! to! this! quantification! implies! testing! αsyn! variants! that! efficiently!modulate!aggregation.!The!approach!presented!allowed!us!to!systematically!explore!the!effects!of!354!single!residue!mutations!in!αsyn!on!its!aggregation!properties!to!enable! the! selection! of! the! best! candidates! to! be! further! tested! in! experimental!settings! in! a! time! and! resource! efficient! manner.! We! believe! this! is! an! adequate!strategy!that!could!help!identifying!regions!modulating!αsyn’s!aggregation!in!living!cells.! The! identification! of! the! mechanisms! that! govern! amyloidogenicity,!aggregation! and! toxicity! of! αsyn! will! likely! contribute! to! the! development! of!therapeutic! strategies! to!prevent!and! treat!neurodegenerative!diseases.!Moreover,!the!strategy!implemented!is!not!exclusive!for!studying!aggregation!of!pathologically!related! proteins! such! as! αsyn;! this! approach! can! be! adopted! for! exploring!aggregation!of!proteins! in!other!contexts! too.!Protein!aggregation! is!a!major! issue!during! biotechnical! production! and! purification! of! proteins! or! engineered!polypeptides!used!as!drugs243.!Additionally,! aggregation!of!proteins! in! therapeutic!formulations!has!also!been!reported!to!reduce!drug!effectiveness!and!even!to!induce!serious! secondary! effects244.! Thus,! there! is! imminent! need! to! understand! and!control!aggregation!processes!in!cells.!




alternative!strategy!could!involve!designing!candidate!mutations!according!to!other!criteria,! for! example,! by! aligning! all! protein! sequences! of! the! αsyn! family,! and!performing!an!analysis!distinguishing!those!proteins!that!aggregate!from!those!that!do!not.!Then,!perform!an!analysis!of!residue!conservation!to!determine!aggregation!specificity! residues! to! be! used! as! candidate!mutations.! Additionally,! experimental!results!could!provide!feedback!for!finePtuning!our!approach.!!
In! the! study! of! the! racemase! family,! we! implemented! a! strategy! for!characterizing! their! substrate! specificity.! There! has! been! a! crescent! need! for!understanding!the!role!of!NCDAAs!as!crucial!players!in!diverse!aspects!of!bacterial!physiology230,(F.! Cava,! personal! communication)! ! and! for! biotechnological!purposes232.! !Thus,!understanding!the!substrate!specificity!of!racemases!producing!NCDAAs! may! help! in! the! their! characterization,! especially! since! the! current!annotation!of!this!protein!family!does!not!distinguish!between!racemases!acting!on!a!specific!substrate!from!those!having!multisubstrate!specificity.!!




Our! strategy! allowed! the! identification! of! a! residue! molecular! footprint!distinguishing! alaninePspecific! racemases! from! those! racemazing! more! than! one!amino!acid.!!In!addition,!this!set!of!residues!was!used!to!propose!16!point!mutation!variants!of!BrsV!that!were!engineered!to!experimentally!test!their!substrate!binding.!Several!of!these!mutants!proved!to!have!altered!substrate!binding,!paving!the!way!to!designing!racemases!“a!la!carte”,!depending!on!the!choice!of!DPamino!acid!wanted!to!produce.!This!design!is!currently!being!refined!in!the!laboratory!with!the!aim!of!producing! DPamino! acids! according! to! specific! biotechnological! needs! and! its!implementation! is! less! expensive! than! current! techniques! (F.Cava,! personal!communication).!




Chapter 3  
 Intrinsic disorder at genomic scale: 
Genome-wide analysis of intrinsic 
disorder and its implication in specific 
protein functional classes in 
Arabidopsis thaliana 
3.1. Introduction(






eukaryotic! organisms! have! different! levels! of! disorder! (in! agreement! with! their!organismal!complexities)246.!However,!a!number!of! studies!also!showed! that,!both!prokaryotes! and! eukaryotes,! when! faced! with! adverse! conditions! in! their!environments! use! proteins! enriched! in! intrinsic! disorder! to! communicate! and!interact! (with! other! cell! types! in! the! first! case,! and! with! the! environment! in! the!second!case)124.!!
Based! on! these! premises,! we! hypothesized! that! A.* thaliana! could! rely! on!protein! disorder! to! respond! to! changes! in! environmental! conditions! such! as! cold!and! drought.! Because! plants! are! sessile! organisms,! they! cannot! escape! from!threatening!conditions!as!other!organisms!do.!!As!a!result,!phenotypic!plasticity!(i.e.!the! capacity! to! adapt! their! phenotype! to! changing! conditions)! is! particularly!important! in! plants! to! adapt! and! survive! in! rapidly! changing! environments.!Phenotypic!plasticity!requires!the!integration!of!external!information!with!the!basal!genetic!and!developmental!programs,!and!it! is!achieved!in!plants!through!complex!signaling!networks! 20.! !Thus,!we!propose! that!plants!use!disorder!as!a! simple!and!fast!mechanism,!independent!of!transcriptional!control,!for!introducing!versatility!in!the!interaction!networks!underlying!these!biological!processes!to!quickly!adapt!and!respond!to!challenging!environmental!conditions.!




functions249,250,251.!Even!if!some!of!these!works!demonstrated!that!proteins!involved!in!signaling!and!environmental!adaptation!contain!disordered!regions!(a!notion!that!may!imply!a!relation!between!protein!disorder!and!phenotypic!plasticity)252,253,250,!a!wholePproteome! analysis! of! the! functional! role! of! protein! disorder! in! plants! that!could!support!this!hypothesis!has!never!been!conducted.!














Figure( 3=1.( Schematic( representation( of( the( methodology( used( to( study(
protein(disorder(in(A.#thaliana(and(its(comparison(with(H.#sapiens.(A)(For(each(
organism((A.#thaliana((green)(and(Human((blue))(protein(sequences(and(their(
corresponding(Gene(Ontology( annotations(were( retrieved( from(Uniprot.( For(
each( protein,( disordered( regions( (pink)( were( calculated( using( 3( different(
methods((IuPred,(VSL2(and(Disopred),(and(disordered=binding(regions((DBRs)(
were( predicted( using( ANCHOR.( Proteins( were( assigned( to( Gene( Onotology(
(GO)( functional( classes.( Functional( classes( significantly( enriched( in(
disordered(proteins(were( identified( for(A.# thaliana.(B)(Analysis(of( functional(
classes(shared(between(A.#thaliana(and(Human.(For(each(GO(functional(class,(a(
comparative(analysis(of( the(disorder( levels(of( the(proteins(of(each(organism(
was( performed( using( different( measures( for( quantifying( disorder.( For( the(
disorder( measures( assigning( a( binary( classification( of( disorder( of( proteins,((
contingency( tables(were( constructed( to( report( the( counts( of( disordered( and(
not=disordered(proteins(in(both(organisms.(The(Chi=squared(test(was(applied(
to( evaluate( the( signicance( of( the( differences( in( the( reported( counts.( For( the(
disorder(measures(quantifying(disorder(content(of((proteins(in(each(GO(class,(
the( tables( contain( the( average( disorder( content( for( each( organism,( and( a(
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The! datasets! for! the! analysis! were! constructed! extracting! the! proteome!sequences! of! A.* thaliana! and! H.* sapiens! from! the! Protein! Knowledgebase24!(UniProtKB,!release!2011!04).!We!used!the!search!engine!of!this!resource!to!look!for!“A.! thaliana”! and! “H.! sapiens”,! and! selected! the! “complete! proteome”! option,!resulting! in! two! sets! of! 32,764! and! 35,346! sequences! including! both! canonical!proteins! and! isoforms.! These! datasets!were! filtered! out! for! repeated,! fragmented!and! proteins! containing! nonPstandard! residues! (such! as! Selenocysteine)! and!ambiguous! residues! (e.g.! B,! X,! Z),!which!may! not! be! tractable! by! certain! disorder!prediction!algorithms.!!
The!final!sets!contained!32,398!proteins!for!A.*thaliana!(from!31,304!genes)!and!35,244!proteins!for!H.*sapiens!(from!20,154!genes),!respectively.!!
3.3.2. Functional(annotations((





three! subontologies! and! human! genes! were! annotated! with! a! total! of! 8,836! GO!terms.!!
The! controlled! vocabulary! defined! by! GO! is! specifically! designed! to! be!speciesPindependent!and!to! include!only!terms!applicable!to!both!prokaryotes!and!eukaryotes,! single! and!multicellular! organisms.! Thus,!with! the! proper! handling! of!the!common!GO!terms,! this! functional!classification!enables! the!comparison!of! the!underlying!molecular!biology!of!gene!products!coming!from!such!distinct!taxonomic!groups!as!A.*thaliana!and!H.*sapiens255,256.!!
The!Gene!Ontology!is!structured!as!a!directed!acyclic!graph!where!the!terms!are!related!by!parenthood!relationships.!It!can!be!thus!navigated!from!very!general!(e.g.! “enzyme”)! to! more! specific! functions! (e.g.! “coenzyme! F390PG! hydrolase!activity”).! Generally! speaking,! the! original! GO! annotations! contain! only! the! most!specific!terms!that!can!be!assigned!to!a!given!protein.!In!this!analysis,!we!expanded!the! original! set! of! GO! terms! annotated! for! a! given! protein! by! including! all! the!ancestors! of! these!GO! terms.!Thus,!we! ensured! that! any!pair! of! proteins! could!be!functionally! compared! at! the! GO! level! where! they! share! an! annotation.! In! other!words,! a! given! protein! annotated! as! “enzyme”! and! another! protein! annotated! as!“coenzyme! F390PG! hydrolase! activity”! could! be! compared! at! the! level! of! their!common!term!“enzyme”.!




these! terms,! 4.380! annotated! both!A.* thaliana! and!H.* sapiens! proteins,! and! hence!only!those!were!used!for!the!comparative!analysis.!!
3.3.3. Protein(disorder(prediction((
The! workflow! for! the! prediction! of! intrinsic! protein! disorder! was!implemented!with!adPhoc!scripts!(developed!in!Perl!programming!language)!which!ran! three! different! tools:! Disopred171! v2.4,! VSL2257! and! IuPred208.! The! first! two!disorder!predictors!are!based!on!linear!support!vector!machines.!The!latter!is!based!on!the!pairwise!energy!content!estimated!from!residue!composition.!!Section!1.2.4.1!includes! a!more! detailed! description! of! these! prediction!methods.! These!methods!take!a!single!protein!sequence!as!input!and!provide!as!output!a!disorder!probability!in!the!0.0!–!1.0!range!for!each!residue.!In!order!to!convert!these!values!into!a!binary!(“ordered”! vs.! “disordered”)! prediction! at! the! residue! level,! we! used! the! default!threshold!for!each!predictor!(0.5!for!VSL2,!and!IuPred!and!0.05!for!Disopred).!!
For!each!protein!in!the!two!datasets!(A.*thaliana!and!H.*sapiens),!we!defined!two!disorder!metrics:!i)!relative!disorder!content!(i.e.!the!percentage!of!disordered!residues!in!whole!protein),!and!ii)!number!of!long!disordered!regions!(LDR,!which!are!defined! as! number! of! protein! regions!with! at! least! 30! consecutive!disordered!residues).! These! two! metrics! represent! two! different! disorder! criteria! and! are!typically!used!in!the!disorder!field171,258.!




ANCHOR! method107,! described! more! in! detail! in! Section! 1.2.4.1.! This! method!identifies! potential! sites! of!molecular! attachment,! hence! it! can! be! used! to! predict!regions!involved!in!proteinPprotein!interactions!located!in!disordered!regions!of!the!protein!sequence107.! !Similar!to!the!disorder!prediction!methods,!using!the!protein!sequence!as!input,!it!identifies!the!disordered!binding!segments.!
3.3.4. Evaluating(the(disorder(in(Gene(Ontology(functional(classes(
This! analysis! can! be! divided! into! two! different! parts:! i)! identify! the! GO!classes! significantly!enriched! in!disordered!proteins! in!A.* thaliana,! and! ii)! identify!GO!classes!differentially!enriched!in!disordered!proteins!for!A.*thaliana!with!respect!to!Human.!!





CC! ALL”.! A! “Functional! Annotation! Chart”! was! generated! from! this! enrichment!analysis! listing! all! the! GO! annotation! terms! and! their! corresponding! associated!genes.!This! list!was! filtered!by!pPvalue!(using! the!correction!by!Benjamini,!pPval!≤!0.05)!and!!!by!minimum!number!of!genes!belonging!to!each!annotation!term!(count!=2).!





There! are! three! possible! outcomes! of! interest! for! proteins! belonging! to! a!given! GO! class! according! to! these! analyses.! First,! a! given! GO! term! can! result!statistically!significant!in!the!first!test!(disordered!classes!in!A.*thaliana)!but!not!in!the!second!one!(comparison!of!with!Human)!if,!for!example,!the!disorder!content!of!proteins! is! similar! in! both! organisms.! Second,! a! given! class! could! be! statistically!significant!in!the!second!test!but!not!in!the!first!one.!This!would!imply!that!while!the!disorder! content! of! proteins! annotated! with! that! given! functional! class! is! not!particularly! high! in! A.* thaliana,! it! is! still! significantly! higher! than! the! disorder!content! of! the! equivalent! (i.e.! annotated! with! same! functional! class)! proteins! in!Human.!Third,!a!given!GO!term!could!be!present!in!both!tests.!This!case!corresponds!to!a!class!that!is!both!significantly!enriched!in!disorder!in!A.*thaliana!and!has!more!disorder!than!its!Human!equivalent.!




single! rectangle,! see! Figure! 3P5! and!Figure! 3P4),! and! their! choice! is! unaffected! by!whether! the! terms! are!more! general! or!more! specific.! ! The! size! of! each! rectangle!(cluster!representative)!represents!the!“uniqueness”!of!the!term.!!This!rectangle!size!assesses!whether!the!term!is!an!outlier!when!semantically!compared!to!the!whole!list,!in!other!words,!it!measures!the!frequency!of!the!GO!term!in!the!underlying!GO!database264.! The! clusters’! representatives! are! automatically! joined! into!“superclusters”! of! loosely! related! terms! identified! with! different! colors.! This!representation! allows! a! general! visualization! of! the! terms! while! discarding! any!overrepresentation!of!similar!functional!terms!(Figure!3P5!and!Figure!3P4).!
3.4. Results((
3.4.1. Overall(disorder(in(A.#thaliana(





Table( 3=1.( ( Summary( of( intrinsic( disorder( metrics( for( A.# thaliana# and# H.#
sapiens.( Results( shown( for( Disopred( (disorder( prediction)( and( ANCHOR(
(Disorder(binding(regions,(DBRs).(For(results(obtained(with(other(predictors(
see(Appendix(A,(Table(3A.(








(disordered( proteins( criterion:( proteins( containing( at( least( 50%(disordered(




In!order! to!assess! if! the! interPspecies!difference! in!disorder! content! is!only!observed! for!highly!disordered!proteins! (≥!50%!of!disordered! residues)!or! if! it! is!also! observed! in! proteins! with! other! ranges! of! sequence! disorder,! proteins! were!grouped!according!to!the!percentage!of!predicted!disorder!of!their!sequence!(Figure!3P3A).!The!distribution!was!shifted!to!lower!percentages!of!disorder!(0P30%)!in!A.*
thaliana,! while! in! Human! it! was! shifted! to! higher! disorder! content! (30P100%).!These! differences! were! statistically! supported! and! predictorPindependent! (see!






























Appendix!A,! Figs.! 1A,! 2A,! 3A),!with! the! exception!of! the!30P50%!bin! for! the!VSL2!predictor,!for!which!there!was!not!statistical!difference!between!both!organisms.!






and( disordered( binding( regions( in( A.# thaliana( and# H.# sapiens( .( A)( Protein(
disorder((quantified(as(the(percentage(of(disordered(residues(with(respect(to(
the( sequence( length)( is( binned( into( different( ranges.( The( data( reported( is(






As! described! in! the! previous! section,! in! the! first! part! of! this! analysis! we!evaluated! which! functional! categories! were! significantly! enriched! in! disordered!proteins!in!A.*thaliana.!In!the!second!part,!we!performed!a!comparative!analysis!to!detect! functional! classes! that! were! distinctively! associated! to! disorder! in! this!organism! with! respect! to! Human.! ! The! complete! set! of! GO! terms! resulting! from!














































these! two! evaluations! are! shown! in! Appendix! A! Table! 1A! (A.* thaliana),! and!Appendix!A!Table!2A!(A.*thaliana!vs.!Human).!
3.4.1.2. Disordered( proteins( in( A.# thaliana( are( enriched( in( cell( cycle,(
signaling((and(response(to(stimulus.(
The!list!of!significantly!enriched!GO!terms!from!the!disordered!proteins!of!A.*
thaliana! was! analyzed! using! ReviGO! in! order! to! obtain! a! smaller! set! of!representative! terms! that!would! facilitate! its! biological! interpretation! (for! further!details!see!3.3.4).!A!schematic!representation!based!on!the!ReviGO!summarizing!GO!biological!processes!that!were!detected!by!DAVID!as!overrepresented!(pPvalue!≤!1EP5)! in! the! set! of! disordered! proteins! of! A.* thaliana* (those! with! at! least! one! LDW!according!to!Disopred!predictions;!Section3.3)!is!shown!in!Figure!3P4.!The!complete!list!of!the!GO!terms!is!available!in!the!Appendix!A,!Table!1.!










enriched( in( disordered( proteins( in( A.# thaliana.( Disordered( proteins( here(
correspond(to(those(with(one(or(more(“long(disordered(regions”((LDR)(based(
on( Disopred( predictions.( This( schematic( representation( was( adapted( from(
ReviGO,( a( method( for( summarizing( and( visualizing( lists( of( GO( terms.( Each(
rectangle( represents( a( cluster( of( related( terms( labeled( according( to( a(





3.4.2. Disordered( proteins( in( A.# thaliana( are( more( enriched( in(
environmental( detection( and( adaptation( related( functions( than(
disordered(proteins(in(H.#sapiens.(
A!schematic!representation!based!on!ReviGO,!summarizing!the!GO!biological!processes! with! a! significantly! higher! proportion! of! disordered! proteins! in! A.*





Figure( 3=5.( Representation( of( the( main( GO( “Biological( Processes”(
comparatively(enriched( in(disordered(proteins( in(A.# thaliana#with(respect( to#
H.# sapiens.( Disordered( proteins( correspond( to( those( with( 1( or( more( LDWs(
based( on( Disopred( predictions.( This( schematic( representation( was( adapted(
from(ReviGO,(a(method(for(summarizing(and(visualizing(lists(of(GO(terms.(Each(
rectangle( represents( a( cluster( of( related( terms( labeled( according( to( a(
representative( term.( Rectangles( are( grouped( in( “superclusters”( (identified(
with(the(same(color)(based(on(SimRel(semantic(similarity(measure.(
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The! fact! that! the! terms!“response! to!endogenous!stimulus”,! “cell!cycle”,!etc.!are! no! longer! enriched! indicates! that! proteins! of! these! particular! categories! have!similar! disorder! content! in! Human! and! A.* thaliana.! In! contrast,! “Protein! folding”!(including! nucleic! acid! metabolism,! gene! expression,! protein! synthesis! and!maturation)! was! again! present! in! the! comparison! between! the! two! organisms,!indicating! that! these!processes!are!more!disordered! in!A.* thaliana! than! in!Human.!Other! functional! categories! with! significant! disorder! included! those! related! to!nitrogen! metabolism! and! other! molecules! (flavonoids,! glycerol,! isoprenoids,!cofactors,! pigments).! Other! disorder! predictors! and! disorder! criteria! provided!similar! results! (See! Appendix! A! Figures! 4AP6A),! especially! for! “detection! of!xenobiotic/external!stimulus”,!which!repeatedly!appeared!as!a! functional!category!more!disordered!in!A.*thaliana! than!in!Human,! independently!of!the!predictor!and!criteria!used.!








Figure( 3=6.( Subgraph( of( biological( process( “Response( of( stimulus”(
(GO:0050896).( Green( nodes( correspond( to( those( GO:BP( terms( significantly(
enriched(in(disorder(in(A.#thaliana.(Blue(nodes(correspond(to(those(GO(terms(
enriched( in( disorder( in( A.# thaliana( compared( to( Human.( The( red( node(
represents(the(only(common(term(between(these(two(sets.(((
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Finally,! we! conducted! the! same! analysis! to! compare! disordered! binding!regions! (DBRs)! in! A.* thaliana! and! human! proteins.! The! functional! categories! we!found! are! also! related! to! “detection/response! to! xenobiotic/external! stimulus”,!“defense! against! bacteria”,! “multiPcellular! processes”,! and! number! of! metabolic!processes!(See!Appendix!A,!Figure!7A).!
3.5. Discussion(








Our! results! show! that,! as! expected,! the! human! proteome! is! globally! more!disordered! than! A.* thaliana! proteome.! This! trend! is! observed! regardless! of! the!predictor! and! criterion!used! for!defining!disorder.!At! the! same! time,! both!Human!and! A.* thaliana,! as! complex! eukaryotes,! are! also! much! more! disordered! than!bacteria171,246,68.!
In!agreement!with!previous!observations142,16,75,10,!we!found!that!disorder!in!
A.* thaliana! s! is! involved! in!biological! processes! rich! in! transient! interactions!with!multiple!partners!(e.g.!cell!cycle,!signaling,!and!DNA!and!RNA!metabolism,!including!splicing).!These!processes,!which!are!generally!more!complex!in!eukaryotes!than!in!prokaryotes!or!that!may!even!represent!new!acquisitions!of!evolution!(e.g.!splicing),!are! the! prototypical! processes! that! have! been! previously! related! to! disorder! in!higher!organisms.!(
It!is!striking,!however,!that!despite!the!fact!that!all!intrinsic!disorder!criteria!evaluated!in!this!study!point!to!higher!disorder!levels!for!Human!–!in!accordance!to!its! higher! complexity! –( we! find! some! functional! classes! for! which! disorder! is!significantly!higher!in!A.*thaliana.!!More!interestingly,!these!GO!classes!are!related!to!processes!such!as!environmental!perception!and!response!–!for!which!plants!have!developed!more!complexity!–!and!are!fundamental!for!their!adaptation.!Our!results!support! previous! evidence! of! the! relationship! between! intrinsic! disorder! and!processes!related!to!the!response!to!environmental!stimuli246,!124.,125,!126.!!!




any! organism.! ! Plasticity! is! particularly! relevant! in! plants! since! these! sessile!organisms! cannot! escape! from! environmental! challenges! as! animals! can! do20.!Specifically,! plant! plasticity! depends! on! the! capacity! to! identify! the! challenge,!integrate! the! external! information! through! signaling!pathways,! and! finally! change!the! basal! developmental! programs! to! stress! programs! (which! include! the!production!of!secondary!metabolites)!to!adapt!and!survive!to!those!threats.!




Another! example! of! complexity! in! plant! development! and! function! is! their!ability!to!adapt!to!abiotic!stress,!such!as!drought,!salinity!or!the!cell!desiccation!that!occurs!during!seed!development.!Consistent!with!this!complexity,!several!GO!terms!enriched!in!disordered!proteins!(compared!to!Human)!are!related!to!protein!folding!or! abioticPstress! related! signaling.! Moreover,! among! the! few! plant! proteins! for!which!disorder!has!been!previously!described,!ERD10!and!ERD14!are!examples!of!chaperones!whose!structural!disorder!provides!the!flexibility!to!interact!with!many!different!partners!and!prevent!their!denaturation!and!aggregation253.!
An! additional! set! of! GO! terms! significantly! disordered! in! A.* thaliana! as!compared!to!Human!is!related!to!secondary!metabolism!(“flavonoid”,!“isoprenoid”,!“pigment”,! “nitrogen”,! “vitamin”,! “cofactor”,! etc.),! which! use,! in! many! cases,!represents! evolutionary! acquisitions! of! plants! to! cope! with! environmental! stress!and! adaptation.! Some! flavonoids! and! anthocyanins,! for! instance,! are! produced! by!plants! to! protect! from! UV! radiation! (another! GO! term! more! disordered! in! A.*
thaliana,!as!reported!above),!whereas!other!secondary!metabolites!are!involved!in!attracting!pollinators!or!defending!from!predators269,270,271.!In!the!case!of!nitrogen,!it!is! often! a! limiting! factor! for! plant! growth.! Multiple! nitrogenous! compounds! are!involved!in!different!functions!in!plants,!including!storage!of!nitrogen,!but!they!are!also!related!to!defense!and!signaling271.!




complexity!and!protein!disorder,!and!suggest!that!plants!have!used!disorder!as!an!evolutionary!tool! to! increase!complexity! in! their!biological/protein!networks.!This!increased! complexity! is! particularly! evident! in! those! networks! underlying!phenotypic!plasticity!and!adaptation!to!environmental!stress.!






Role of intrinsic disorder in cellular 
functions: Analysis of intrinsic disorder 
in proteins involved in the human and 
yeast vesicular trafficking machineries 
4.1. Introduction(




between!the!ER!and!the!Golgi!apparatus.!Clathrin,!COPI!and!COPII!mediated!routes!!!−ubiquitous! in!eukaryote! cells!−not!only!deliver! cargo!molecules! to! the!plasma!membrane!and! to! specific!organelles,!but!are!also! responsible! for!maintaining! the!physiologic!protein!and!lipid!composition!in!intracellular!organelles.!! Despite!the!similar!fundamental!organization!in!regulatory!mechanisms!and!structural! features!of! these!three!systems,! the!molecular!machinery,! functions!and!evolutionary! characteristics! differ! significantly.! Some! of! these! functional! and!evolutionary! differences! have! been! previously! studied.! However,! the! structural!features!that!mediate!these!differences!remain!uncharacterized.! !Evidence!showed!that! long! regions! of! certain! clathrinPassociated! adaptor! proteins! are! disordered,!unstructured!or!unfolded272,273,274,275.!Furthermore,!we!demonstrated!that!a!number!of!proteins!related!to!vesiclePmediated!transport!in!A.*thaliana!are!highly!disordered!(Chapter! 3).! We! hypothesize! that! disordered! proteins! play! a! key! role! in! vesicle!trafficking,! which,! in! turn,! could! explain! some! of! the! functional! and! evolutionary!differences! among! transport! routes.! In! this! study,! we! aimed! to! investigate! the!location!of!disordered!regions!within!proteins!involved!in!vesicular!traffic!and!their!function.!!! Although! the! protein! machinery! of! the! clathrin,! COPI! and! COPII! mediated!routes! differ! almost! completely,! these! routes! share! several! main! structural! and!mechanistic!characteristics.!In!all!three!routes,!i)!a*specific*multisubunit*protein*coat*




This! assembly! process! is! responsible! for! cargo! selection! and! for! enhancing! the!budding! and! fission! of! the! vesicles! (by! assisting! membrane! curvature!generation276).! Proteins! involved! in! the! assembly! of! the! cage! components! have! a!common! underlying! structural! design.! They! all! have! NPterminal! βPpropeller!containing! WD40! structural! motifs! and! several! αPsolenoid! motifs! towards! the! C!terminus276.! ! The! three! routes! also! ii)* depend* on* different* small* GTPases* for* coat*
assembly,! as! well! as! on! the! corresponding! activating! or! nucleotide! exchanging!factors277.! In! all! three! routes,! iii)* vesicles* are* uncoated* after* formation! (they! are!stripped! of! both! the! cagePforming! scaffold! proteins! and! the! adaptor! proteins).!!Additionally,*iv)*the*process*of*cargo*handling*is!also!shared!among!the!three!routes.!Adaptor! proteins! link! the! scaffold! to! the! cargo! and! to! the! membrane! and!communicate!with!proteins! involved! in! the! formation! and! fission!of! the! transport!vesicle278,279.!CargoPspecific!receptor!proteins!are!also!present!in!all!three!systems.!Other! similarities! between! these! routes! include! v)* the* basic*mechanisms* of* vesicle*
transport!(driven!by!motor!proteins!along!the!actin!cytoskeleton!elements)!and!vi)*
the*mechanism*of*vesicle*fusion*into*the*target*membrane.!The!key!players!of!vesicle!fusion! are! the! SNARE! (Soluble! NPethylmaleimidePsensitive! factor! attachment!protein! receptor/SNAP! receptor)! proteins.! SNAREs! generate! the! pulling! force!required! for!placing! the! two!membranes! in!proximity! for! fusion280,281.! Finally,!vii)*












moonlighting74)! –! make! disordered! regions! excellent! candidates! for! the! binding!involved!in!the!assembly!and!transport!of!macroscopic!organelles302.!! To!the!best!of!our!knowledge,!the!abundance!of!disordered!regions!was!only!assessed! for! proteins! in! the! clathrin! pathway! by! secondary! structure! prediction!methods274,! which! do! not! allow! proper! identification! of! structurally! disordered!protein! segments.! Furthermore,! the! presence! of! structural! disorder! was! not!addressed! in! either! COPI! nor! COPII! mediated! systems.! Thus,! a! quantitative!assessment!of!protein!disorder!content!in!these!systems!using!adequate!methods!is!still! lacking.! !We!present!a!systematic!comparative!study!of!protein!disorder! in!all!three!main! vesicle! trafficking! systems! using! protein! disorder! prediction!methods.!The!quantification!of! intrinsic!disorder!in!proteins!involved!in!the!different!vesicle!trafficking! pathways,! together! with! a! systematic! comparison! of! their! disorder!content! aided! in! understanding! how! the! structural! properties! of! these! proteins!affect!their!functional!and!evolutionary!features.!
4.2. Hypothesis(
Hypothesis:! Intrinsic* disorder* may* be* responsible* for* some* of* the* functional* and*
evolutionary*differences*present*in*the*main*vesicle*trafficking*routes.!
4.3. Methods(




involved! in! the! clathrin,! COPI! and! COPI! mediated! routes! and! classified! them!according! to! their! functional! roles.! We! used! the! human! and! yeast! proteomes! as!background!datasets.! !We!assessed! the! intrinsic!disorder! content! for!each!protein!sequence! in! each! dataset! using! different! disorder! metrics.! ! Then,! for! proteins!belonging! to! the! vesicle! trafficking! dataset,! we! compared! the! intrinsic! disorder!content!in!the!different!functional!groups!and!in!the!three!vesicle!trafficking!routes.!In! addition,!we! compared! disorder! content! across! the! two! organisms! and! against!the!background!datasets.!Finally,!we! investigated!single!cases! in!which!disordered!regions! of! human! proteins! involved! in! vesicle! trafficking! seemed! crucial! for! the!protein’s!function!and!inspected!their!orthologous!proteins!in!yeast.!
4.3.1. Datasets(of(human(and(yeast(proteins(involved(in(vesicle(trafficking(
systems((





The!datasets!(for!both!yeast!and!human!proteins)!were!extended!by!adding!interaction!partner!proteins!reported!to!belong!to!any!of!the!three!main!systems!in!Universal! Protein! Knowledgebase! database306! (UniProtKB! release! 2012_09).!Additionally,!we!inspected!proteins!annotated!with!vesicle!traffickingPrelated!terms!of! the! Gene! Ontology! (GO)! Database231! (namely! GO:0048208,! GO:0012507,!GO:0006892,! GO:0030126,! GO:0030130,! GO:0030132,! GO:0030136! GO:0048205,!GO:0006890).!Only!proteins!taking!part!in!one!of!the!main!vesicle!trafficking!routes!according!to!their!UniProt!annotation!or!the!literature!were!included.!The!resulting!datasets! (244!human!proteins;!162!yeast!proteins)! contain!only!manually! curated!entries! (see! Appendix! B,! Table! 1B! for! human! proteins! and! Table! 2B! for! yeast!proteins).!!
4.3.2. (Human(and(yeast(protein(background(datasets(





Proteins! were! classified! according! to! their! functional! roles! as! reported! in!published!literature.!The!protein!dataset!was!divided!into!seven!functional!groups.!Four! groups! include! budding! and! fissionPassociated! proteins:! i)! coat! proteins,! ii)!adaptors!and!sorting!proteins,!iii)!enzymes!and!enzymatic!activity!related!proteins,!and! iv)! unclassified! proteins,! which! includes! all! the! proteins! that! could! not! be!classified! into! the! first! three!budding!and! fissionPassociated!groups,!many!of! them!being! transmembrane! cargoPspecific! receptors.! These! four! functional! groups! of!proteins!were!subclassified!according!to!the!three!main!vesicle!trafficking!systems!(Clathrin,! COPI! and! COPII! mediated).! The! other! three! functional! groups! include!fusionPassociated! proteins:! v)! SNAREs;! vi)!multisubunit! tethering! complexes;! and!vii)! other! fusion! regulators.! In! the! human! proteins,! a! functional! group! of! fusion!regulator!proteins! that!play!a! specific! role! in!neurotransmitter! transport!was!also!added.!!
4.3.4. Identification( of( transmembrane( segments( and( Pfam( protein(
domains(




manually!curated!protein!families.!Default!domain!coordinates!were!assigned!using!alignment! coordinates! provided! by! the! HMMER3! tool! based! on! PfamPA! HMM!profiles!for!the!search307.!
4.3.5. Prediction(of(protein(disorder((
The! prediction! of! intrinsic! protein! disorder! was! carried! out! using! adPhoc!scripts! based! on! the! prediction! methods! IuPred! and! ANCHOR! as! described! in!Section! 3.3.3.! ! For! each! protein! in! the! two! datasets! (Human! and! yeast),! the!previously! defined! standard! measures! used! to! describe! the! disorder! content! of!proteins!were!calculated:!i)!relative!disorder!content,!ii)!number!of!long!disordered!regions! (LDR)! for! different! k* lengths! (k ≥ 30,! 50! and! 100! residues)! and! ratio! of!residues!in!LDR,!and!iii)!disordered!binding!regions,!DBRs!and!ratio!of!residues!in!DBRs.!For!proteins!in!the!vesicle!trafficking!datasets!with!transmembrane!regions,!residues!belonging!to!transmembrane!segments!were!not!taken!into!account!for!the!calculation! of! any! disorder!metric,! since! disorder! predictors!might! identify! these!sequences!as!disordered!regions.!
4.3.6. Identification(of(orthologous(proteins(





4.3.7. Identification( of( protein( complexes( involving( disordered( protein(
segments(
A!comprehensive!search!in!the!Protein!Data!Bank309!(PDB)!was!performed!to!identify! complexes!of!distinct!pairs!of! vesicle! traffickingPrelated!proteins! in!which!the! binding! region! of! at! least! one! of! the! partners! is! predicted! to! be! intrinsically!disordered!by!IuPred.!
All!data!processing!in!this!study!was!performed!using!adPhoc!scripts!written!in! Perl! programming! language.! All! analyses! were! implemented! in! the! statistical!analysis!programming!language!R263.!!
4.4. Results((
4.4.1. Classification(of(proteins(involved(in(vesicle(trafficking(pathways(








The! number! of! proteins! and! the! means! and! medians! of! all! the! disorder!metrics! calculated! for! each! functional! class! and! vesicle! trafficking! pathway! in!Human! and! yeast! are! summarized! in! Table! 4P1.! The! mean! and! median! ratio! of!residues! in! transmembrane! segments! and!Pfam!domains! for! the! same! groups! are!reported! in!Table!4P2.! !The!number!of!proteins!having! long!disordered! regions!of!various!lengths!(k≥30,50,100)!for!the!complete!human!and!yeast!proteomes,!as!well!as! for! proteins! in! the! different! functional! classes! and! vesicle! trafficking! pathways!are!reported!in!Table!4P3.!!











the( three( membrane( trafficking( pathways( ( for( Human( (H)( and( yeast( (Y).(
Proteins(were(classified(in(trafficking(pathways(are:(Clathrin(coat(,(COPI((coat(
protein( complex( I)( ( and(COPII( (coat(protein( complex( II)(mediated(pathways.(
Functional(groups:(COAT((coat(associated(proteins),(ASP((adaptors(and(sorting(
proteins),( EARP( (enzymatic( activity( related( proteins),( UCP( (unclassified(
proteins),( MSTC( (multisubunit( tethering( complexes),( OFRP( (other( fusion(
regulatory( proteins),( SNARE( (SNARE( proteins)( and( NTSR( (neurotransmitter(



















H! Y! H! Y! H! Y! H! Y!COAT!! 10! 7! 22.76!/!!9.20! 19.50!/!7.58! 15.35!/!6.06! 11.01!/!4.00! 18.06!/!4.67! 14.51!/!5.08!ASP!! 64! 38! 25.17!/!21.49! 25.20!/!15.80! 14.80!/!8.93! 13.85!/!8.22! 17.28!/!8.13! 18.16!/!8.54!EARP!! 18! 9! 24.88!/!22.84! 20.59!/!10.68! 15.49!/!14.95! 10.77!/!4.02! 16.64!/!14.37! 14.30!/!0!UCP!! 32! 32! 16.77!/!6.95! 14.11!/!5.53! 9.35!/!0.96! 5.83!/!0! 7.29!/!0! 7.86!/!0!MSTC! 44! 42! 6.01!/!4.75! 8.96!/!5.08! 2.39!/!0.74! 3.58!/!0.74! 1.94!/!0! 4.12!/!0!OFRP! 19! 16! 17.82!/!12.86! 10.74!/!7.88! 7.89!/!5.93! 3.67!/!1.65! 8.12!/!0! 4.44!/!0!SNARE! 37! 24! 23.74!/!18.26! 26.97!/!24.63! 9.31!/!6.91! 13.58!/!11.51! 5.72!/!0! 8.93!/!0!NTSR! 25! P! 31.74!/!19.43! P! 14.79!/!8.44! P! 20.75!/!8.65! P!




Table( 4=2:( Ratio( of( residues( in( transmembrane( segments( and( Pfam( entities(














H! Y! H! Y!COAT!! 0!/!0! 0!/!0! 68.24!/!73.72! 68.45!/!76.77!ASP!! 0!/!0! 4.23!/!0! 61.87!/!65.71! 53.19!/!58.99!EARP!! 0!/!0! 0!/!0! 58.94!/!62.96! 63.33!/!63.43!UCP!! 10.09!/!9.22! 11.33!/!9.66! 77.19!/!86.70! 39.39!/!45.30!!








the(different( functional( ( groups(of( the( three(membrane( trafficking(pathways(
for(Human((H)(and(yeast((Y).!Functional)groups) !and$pathways$are$defined&as&
in#Table#4=1.#The# last$row$refers! to# the#whole#proteome.#Number#of#proteins#













Human( Yeast( Human( Yeast( Human( Yeast( Human( Yeast(COAT! 10! 7! 60.00! 57.14! 50.00! 57.14! 30.00! 28.57!ASP! 64! 38! 60.94! 57.89! 45.31! 44.74! 37.50! 28.95!EARP! 17! 8! 70.59! 50.00! 58.82! 50.00! 52.94! 50.00!UCP! 28! 27! 28.57! 22.22! 21.43! 22.22! 14.29! 11.11!MSTC! 44! 42! 27.27! 23.81! 2.27! 16.67! 2.27! 11.90!OFRP! 19! 16! 36.84! 37.50! 26.32! 18.75! 26.32! 0.00!SNARE! 37! 24! 24.32! 33.33! 5.41! 12.50! 0.00! 4.17!NTSR! 25! P! 60.00! P! 40.00! P! 12.00! P!
Pathways( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !Clatrhin! 71! 38! 66.20! 60.53! 50.70! 50.00! 42.25! 34.21!COPI! 22! 16! 36.36! 31.25! 18.18! 31.25! 9.09! 12.50!COPII! 31! 32! 25.81! 15.63! 12.90! 15.63! 6.45! 6.25!
Proteome( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! 20213! 6621! 45.60! 35.45! 33.11! 24.51! 18.18! 12.49!
(
4.4.4. Intrinsic(disorder(in(protein(functional(groups(





Figure( 4=1( Disorder( content( for( functional( groups( of( proteins( involved( in(
vesicle( trafficking.( Fraction( (%)( of( predicted( disordered( residues( (disorder(
content)(calculated(using(IuPred(is(presented(for(Human((A)(and((yeast((B)(for((
data(reported(in(Table(4=1.(Functional(groups(are(defined(as(in(Table(4=1.(The(




corresponds( to( the(median( (50%).(The(whiskers(of( the(boxplots( correspond(
the(minimum(and(maximum(values(in(the(data,(while(the(mean(is(depicted(by(
a(star.((




groups,! where! proteins! in! the! MSTCs! group! have! the! lowest! values,! followed! by!protein!in!the!OFRPs!group.!
Proteins!in!the!“coat”!and!in!the!“unclassified”!groups!(the!latter!containing!many! transmembrane! cargoPspecific! adaptors)! are! also! rather! structured! in! both!species.! However! these! two! groups! showed! larger! deviations! in! disorder! content!than!the!MSTC!and!the!OFRP!groups.!Even!in!coat!proteins,!which!form!a!completely!folded,!rigid!cagePlike!structure!on!the!surface!of!the!vesicles,!some!of!the!subunits!were! predicted! to! be! largely! disordered.! For! example,! disorder! content! of! the!clathrin!light!chains!is!65.7%!in!yeast!and!60.08%!and!74.67%!for!human!clathrin!light! chains!A!and!B,! respectively.!Although! to! a! lesser!degree,! the!Sec31! (Protein!transport! protein! Sec31)! subunit! of! the! COPII! type! coat! is! also! considerably!disordered! (44.23%! in! yeast;! 33.61%! and! 27.40%! for! human! A! and! B! paralogs,!respectively).!!
















(PDB:( 1MQS).( (B)( Interaction( of( syntaxin=4( and( syntaxin=binding( protein( 3(
from(mouse((PDB:(2PJX).((C)(Interaction(of(syntaxin=1A((structure(lacking(the(
C=terminal( transmembrane( region)( and( syntaxin=binding( protein( 1( from( rat(
(PDB:( 3C98).( The( disordered( SNARE( N=terminal( tails( are( represented( with(
cartoon( style( (magenta)( while( the( partner( molecule( is( in( surface(
representation((white)(in(the(structures.(In(panel(C,(the(remaining(segment(of(
syntaxin=1A( (not( part( of( the( disordered( N=terminal( tail)( is( colored( purple=
blue,( and( the(disordered(residues(of( the(N=terminal( that(are(not( included( in(
the( X=ray( structure( (10=26)( are( represented( by( a( dashed=line.( The( domain(
map(of(the(SNARE(protein((top)(and(of(the(SM(partner((bottom)(are(reported(
for(each(complex.(Domain(maps(for(each(protein(show(names(and(locations(of(
their( reported( Pfam( domains.( Disordered( regions( (length( ≥( 3( residues)( as(
predicted( by( IUPred( are( colored( in(magenta,(while( the( structured( segments(








factorP!regulated!tyrosine!kinase!substrate)!and!NUMB!(Protein!numb!homolog)!in!Human;! and! the! epsins,! EDE1! (EH!domainPcontaining! and! endocytosis! protein! 1),!ALY2! (ArrestinPlike! protein! 2),! AP180B! (Clathrin! coat! assembly! protein! AP180B)!and! the! actin! cytoskeletonPregulatory! complex! proteins,! PAN1! and! SLA1! in! yeast.!Among!yeast!proteins!of!our!dataset,!a! large!fraction!of!residues! is! in!LDRs,!which!increases!the!median!disorder!content!of!the!ASP!group!!(8.54%!in!yeast!and!8.13%!for! Human).! The! median! ratio! of! DBR! residues! also! shows! similar! values! for!proteins! of! different! functional! groups! in! both! species,! indicating! that! the!disordered!regions!of!adaptor!proteins!are!highly!enriched!in!binding!motifs!(8.93%!Human,!8.22%!yeast).!




INP51,!INP52!and!INP53)!also!show!a!large!amount!of!structural!disorder!in!regions!outside! their! phosphatase! domains.! The! domains! responsible! for! the! enzymatic!activity!occupy!only! a! short! segment!of! the! long!protein! sequences! (ranging! from!946! to! 1573! residues! for! the! five! proteins! in! the! two! species).! The! remaining!disordered! regions! of! human! synaptojanins! and! their! yeast! orthologs! are! likely!involved! in! proteinPprotein! interactions.! These! proteins! also! have! a! high! ratio! of!their! residues! in! DBRs! for! Human! (~15%).! Synaptojanins! in! Human! also! show!rather! high! LDR! residue! content! (~28%),! whereas! for! most! yeast! orthologs! this!value!is!around!18%.!In!Human,!the!EARP!group!includes!also!other!(mainly!clathrin!pathway! associated)! enzymes! that! are! largely! disordered! outside! their! enzymatic!domains,! such! as! AAK1! (AP2Passociated! protein! kinase! 1;! d.c.! 58%),! auxilin!(disorder! content!45.24%)!and!GAK! (CyclinPGPassociated!kinase,!disorder! content.!39.51%).!















Figure( 4=3.(Disorder( content( for( proteins( involved( in( the( three(main( vesicle(
trafficking(pathways.(Fraction((%)(of(predicted(disordered(residues((disorder(
content)( calculated( using( IUPred( for( proteins( involved( in( vesicle( trafficking(
systems(for(Human((A)(and((yeast((B)(for(data(reported(in(Table(4=1.(The(mean(
is(depicted(by(a(star.((Proteins(with(disorder(content((dc)((30%≤dc<50%)(are(
considered( fairly(disordered;(proteins(with( (dc≥50%)(are( considered(highly(
disordered.(




COPIIPmediated!pathway,!most!of!the!disorder!content!is!found!in!outlier!proteins:!transport! proteins! Sec16A! and! Sec16B! in!Human,! and! transport! protein! Sec16! in!yeast! (disorder! content! >! 54%).! The! COPIPmediated! system! also! contains! a! few!highly! disordered! proteins! ArfGAPs! (ADPPribosylation! factor! GTPasePactivating!proteins;!disorder!content!~50%)!in!Human.!!
The! ratio! of! proteins!with! long!disordered! regions! for! three!pathways!was!compared! to! that! of! the! complete! proteome! of! each! species.! In! Human,! only! the!clathrinPmediated!pathway!showed!a!significant!enrichment!in!proteins!with!LDR!of!all!three!lengths!(LDR!≥!30,!50!and!100!amino!acids;!!pPvalues:!1.95EP04,!8.22EP04!and!7.77EP07,! respectively).!Similarly,! the!clathrinPmediated!pathway! in!yeast!was!the!only!group!enriched!in!proteins!with!LDR!of!the!three!lengths!(pPvalues:!1.11EP03,!5.58EP04!and!2.91EP04,!respectively).!
4.4.6. Domains(typically(surrounded(by(disordered(regions(









and! FCHO2! (FCH! domain! only! protein! 2,! disorder! content! 34.57%).! Another!example!of!these!structured!island!domains!is!the!Sec16!domain!found!in!transport!proteins!Sec16A!and!Sec16.!Sec16!domain!is!located!approximately!in!the!middle!of!these! large! proteins! (~2000! residues),! and! it! is! surrounded! by! highly! disordered!terminal!regions.!The!structural!characteristics!of!Sec16A!will!be!further!discussed!in!next!section.!The!ArfGAP!domain!is!also!usually!located!on!the!NPterminal!end!of!the! long,! considerably! disordered! ArfGAP! proteins! (disorder! content! ranging!between!52.22%!and!36.63%).!
There! are! other! domains! that! are! often! surrounded! by! variable! long!disordered!regions,!but!are!also!present!in!proteins!that!tend!to!have!less!disorder!content.!The!BAR!(BinPAmphiphysinPRvs)!domain!–involved!in!membrane!curvature!sensing–! is! present! in! amphiphysin! (60.58%! disorder! content)! and! in! several!endophilins! (A1,! A2,! A3,! B1! and! B2),! which! have! substantially! variable! disorder!content!(7.12P35.60%).!The!protein!kinase!domain!is!present!in!the!most!disordered!enzymatically! active! member! of! our! human! dataset,! the! AAK1! (AP2Passociated!protein!kinase!1;!disorder!content!58%).!




surrounding!environment!for!their!binding!partners96.!In!fact,!previous!studies!have!shown!that!these!adaptor!proteins!are!able!to!form!extended!adaptor!networks!on!the! surface! of! the! budding! vesicle.! Some! of! these! adaptors! are! also! involved! in!recruiting! clathrin297,279,296.! Additionally,! the! long! disordered! regions! of! these!proteins!contain!a!plethora!of!different!binding!motifs,!which!have!been!reported!to!facilitate! specific! interactions!between! the!adaptor!proteins,!with!clathrin,!or!with!other!components!of!the!system279,274.!












Figure( 4=4.( Interaction( between( clathrin=associated( adaptor( proteins.( PDB(
reported( complexes( between( two( clathrin=associated( adaptor( proteins( in(
which(one(of(the(adaptors(interacts(with(a(region(predicted(disordered(in(the(
unbound(form.(In(the(first(three(panels,(the(folded(α2(subunit(of(mouse(Ap=2(
interacts( with( (A)( rat( epsin=1( (PDB( 1KY6),( (B)( mouse( intersectin=1( (PDB(
3HS8)(and((C)(mouse(EPS15((Epidermal(growth(factor(receptor(substrate(15,(
PDB:(1KYF).(In(panel(D,(a(relatively(long(disordered(segment(of(human(stonin=
2( interacts(with(one( folded(EF=hand(domain(of(human(EPS15((PDB:(2JXC).( In(
each(panel,(the(structure(of(the(complex((left)(and(the(domain(maps(for(each(




long( disordered( segment( of( human( stonin=2( is( shown( in( cartoon(
representation.( Domain(maps( for( each( interacting( partner( show( names( and(
locations( of( their( reported( Pfam( domains.( Disordered( regions( (length( ≥( 3(
residues)(as(predicted(by(IUPred(are(colored(in(magenta,(while(the(structured(
segments(are( light=gray((predicted( to(be(part(of(a(Pfam(domain)(or(white( (if(
not( predicted( to( be( part( of( a( Pfam( domain).( Regions( present( in( the( PDB(
structures(are(marked(by(stars.(






We! identified! 56! human! proteins! that! could! be! successfully! matched! to! a!yeast! protein! from! our! dataset.!We! focused! on! orthologous! pairs! involved! in! the!budding!and!fissionPassociated!functional!groups!because!these!groups!show!higher!abundance! of! disordered! regions.! In! addition,! these! functional! groups! involve! the!protein! functions! bearing! the! most! distinguishable! differences! among! the! three!pathways.!We! filtered! the!56!proteins!pairs! choosing!only! those!pairs! in!which!at!least!one!of!the!members!showed!considerably!high!disorder!content!(>30%).!From!the! resulting!8!protein!pairs,!one! showed!very! similar!disorder! content! (less! than!5%!difference);! 5! pairs! showed!more!disorder! in! the! human!ortholog! than! in! the!yeast!ortholog;!and!in!2!pairs!the!yeast!protein!showed!higher!disorder!content!than!the!human!ortholog.!




protein!segment!in!the!NPterminal!region!of!the!human!ortholog,!which!is!missing!in!the!yeast!ortholog.!This!long,!disordered!NPterminal!region!in!the!human!protein!is!also! abundant! in! predicted! disordered! binding! regions! (shown! in! blue! in! Figure!4P5),! and!hence! it!might! be! considered! a! result! of! adaptive! evolution.! In! fact,! this!subunit!of!the!COPII!coatPadaptor!complex!plays!role!in!the!recognition!and!binding!of!the!cargo!(transmembrane!cargo!proteins,!and!transmembrane!cargo!receptors!of!soluble!proteins)293.!Given!that!the!repertoire!of!possible!cargo!proteins!transported!from!the!ER!to!the!Golgi!is!considerably!higher!in!human!than!in!yeast,!the!presence!of!additional!binding!regions!in!the!human!ortholog!is!not!surprising.!!




through! the! flyPcasting! mechanism! –! they! can! reach! for! the! components! of! the!vesicle! coat! from! the! surrounding! environment,! and! help! the! proper! assembly! of!such!components.!In!the!clathrinPmediated!system,!the!group!of!adaptor!proteins!I!s!usually! responsible! for! this! function.! The! adaptor! proteins! can! utilize! their!disordered!regions!to!form!the!adaptor!network!on!the!vesicle!surface!and!to!attach!the! clathrin! chains! to! the! surface! of! this! network.! In! the! COPIIPmediated! system,!however,! the!adaptors!are!part!of! the!multisubunit!adaptorPcoat!complex,!and! the!two! subunits! playing! the! adaptor! role! are! not! disordered! enough! to! fulfill! these!roles.!Thus,!in!the!COPIIPmediated!system,!a!large!disordered!protein,!such!as!Sec16!(and!its!homologs)!is!required!to!orchestrate!the!assembly!of!the!coat!components,!especially!when!large!distances!need!to!be!spanned.!
Among! the! other! 6! ortholog! protein! pairs,! there! are! two! pairs! of!synaptojanins,!in!which!both!human!proteins!are!~10%!more!disordered!than!their!yeast! orthologs.! Another! protein! pair! (human! Sec24B;! yeast! Sec24)! shows! again!more!disorder!in!the!human!ortholog!(~16%!difference),!although!the!difference!is!less!striking!that!in!case!of!the!Sec24APSFB2!pair.!For!the!pair!of!clathrinP!associated!orthologous! adaptors,! human! GGA3! (GolgiPlocalized,! gamma! earPcontaining,! ARFPbinding! protein! 3)! and! yeast! GGA2! (GolgiPlocalized,! gamma! earPcontaining,! ARFPbinding!protein!2),!there!disorder!content!difference!is!very!moderate:!6%!higher!in!the!human!ortholog!compared!to!the!yeast!ortholog.!














trafficking.( Two( protein( pairs( in( the( COPII( vesicle( trafficking( system( are(
presented.( A)( Moderately( disordered( (34.13%( disorder( content)( human(
Sec24A( COPII( adaptor( subunit( and( (disorer( content( 5.94%)( yeast( ortholog(
(SFB2,( Sec24( related( protein).( B)( Highly( disordered( human( Sec16A( (disorer(
content( 71.41%)( and( yeast( Sec16( (disorer( content( 74.44%)( proteins.( The(
predicted(disorder( (by( IPred)( is(plotted( (blue(curve)(with(a( (order/disorder(
cut=off( at( y=0.5( (black( dashed( line).( Residues(with( disorder( tendency( above(
this( cut=off(are(considered(disordered.(A(domain(map(of(each(protein(shows(
the(location(and(names(of(their(identified(Pfam(domains((gray(segments)(and(
their( predicted( disordered( binding( regions( (by( Anchor)( (blue( segments).( In(
each( panel,( the( human( ortholog( is( depicted( in( the( top( part;( the( disorder(
prediction(curve(followed(by(its(corresponding(domain(map.((The(bottom(part(
of( each( panel( is( a( specular( representation( of( the( corresponding( yeast(
ortholog:( the( disorder( curve( is( topped( by( the( domain(map.( Disorder( curves(









regulatory!features.!Despite!these!similarities,!there!are!fundamental!functional!and!evolutionary! differences! that! strongly! distinguish! these! routes,! yet! the!molecular!properties! that! could! account! for! these! differences! had! not! been! previously!thoroughly!described.!




The! different! measures! of! structural! disorder! used! to! describe! the!abundance!and!location!of!disordered!protein!regions!in!vesicle!trafficking!proteins!allowed! us! to! distinguish! between! major! functional! roles! in! which! disordered!regions!could!be!involved.!The!overall!disorder!content!of!proteins!provided!a!broad!picture! on! the! dependence! of! the! proteins! in! different! functional! groups! and!trafficking! route!on! structural! disorder.!The! ratio! of! residues! located! in!predicted!DBRs! offered! an! estimate! of! the! involvement! of! disordered! regions! in! proteinPprotein!interactions.!In!cases!where!the!ratio!of!residues!in!LDRs!was!considerably!higher! than! the! ratio! of! residues! in! DBRs,! we! could! speculate! that! apart! from!promoting! proteinPprotein! interactions,! disordered! regions! might! also! serve! as!flexible! linkers! between! structured! domains,! or! long! spacers,! assisting! in! the! flyPcasting! mechanism! by! providing! the! possibility! for! the! motifPrich! parts! to! reach!farther.!




contents!suggests!that!the!process!of!vesicle!trafficking!exhibits!essentially!the!same!complexity! in! both! organisms.! Thus,! in! this! case,! the! relationship! of! intrinsic!disorder! and! complexity! is! more! apparent! at! the! biological! process! level! than! at!organismal! level! thereby! highlighting! the! role! of! disorder! in! proteins! involved! in!vesicle!trafficking.!




! Some! of! the! proteins! involved! in! fusionPrelated! functions! also! showed! a!considerable! amount! of! disorder,! although! most! of! the! functional! groups! (MSTC,!OFRP! and! NTSR)! had! rather! low! levels! of! median! disorder! content.! The! SNARE!group!was!the!most!disordered!among!these!in!both!species,!reflecting!the!fact!the!different!SNARE!homology!domains!are!unfolded!in!their!monomeric!form280,281.!As!previously! discussed,! many! of! the! SNARE! proteins,! such! as! the! syntaxin! family!members,! also! have! disordered! NPterminal! regulatory! segments! that! allow! their!regulatory!binding!partners!(SM!proteins)!to!modify!their!functions281.!




helixes! in! the! complexes! are! unfolded! in! their! monomeric! state,! similar! to! the!SNARE!coiled!coil!homology!domains!they!mimic.!




tail! could! freely! reach! for! their! various! protein! partners! over! relatively! long!distances.! Proteins!with! long! disordered! regions! have! a! large! capture! radius! that!can! help! them!efficiently! utilize! their!many! interaction!motifs.! This! binding!mode!can! be! especially! advantageous! in! the! vesicle! assembly! process! because! it! may!enhance!the!speed!of!recognition!due!to!the!larger!capture!radius!and!may!bring!the!coat! components! into! close! proximity! to! the! surface! of! the! budding! vesicle.! The!interaction!specificity!provided!by!these!interaction!motifs!has!been!reported!to!be!essential!in!the!assembly!of!other!macromolecular!complexes7.!








! Results! showing! that!proteins! in! the! clathrin! system!are! significantly!more!disordered! than!proteins! in! the!COPI!and!COPII!systems!not!only! imply! the! larger!dependence!of!the!clathrin!system!on!disordered!protein!segments!and!support!the!concept!of!highly!dynamic!networks!formed!by!its!proteins,!but!also!accounts!for!the!differences! between! the! three! routes! from! the! evolutionary! point! of! view296.!Disordered! regions! not! only! provide! conformational! freedom! but! also! a! kind! of!evolutionary! freedom.!The! increased! tolerance!against!mutations!gives!disordered!regions! the! possibility! of! fast! evolutionary! changes,! thus! providing! exceptional!adaptability.!As!reported,!the!clathrinPmediated!system!shows!marked!plasticity!and!robustness!compared!to!the!COPI!and!COPII!systems.!There!are!many!observations!emphasizing! the! increased! adaptability! of! the! clathrinPmediated! route.! It! exhibits!many!speciesPspecific!characteristics288,292,!and! it!has!been!extensively!modified!to!assist!other!specialized!pathways.!Adaptor!proteins!and!clathrin!itself,!for!instance,!are! often! manipulated! to! create! novel! types! of! organelles,! including! the! rhoptry!secretory! organelle! in! Toxoplasma* gondii324,! the! contractile! vacuoles! of!
Dictyostelium! species325,! special! vesicles! for! odorant! receptors! transport! of!




Taken! together,! these! observations! on! the! many! different! adaptive! changes! of!clathrinProute! related! proteins! strongly! support! the! idea! that! this! route! more!versatile! than! the! COPI! and! COPII! systems.! The! structural! background! of! this!adaptability! had! not! been! explored! until! now;! here! we! suggest! that! the! elevated!level! of! structural! disorder! found! in! proteins! from! the! clathrinPmediated! route!provides! a! good! explanation! for! the! exceptional! adaptability! of! this! pathway.!Furthermore,! most! likely! intrinsic! disorder! can! be! accounted! for! the! high!evolutionary!plasticity!of!clathrinPassociated!proteins.!
! We! have! identified! the! implications! of! protein! disorder! in! the! different!protein!groups! involved! in! the!main!vesicle! trafficking!routes! in!human!and!yeast.!However,! we! need! to! take! into! account! that! the! classification! schema! dividing!proteins! according! to! their! functional! roles! in! the! major! membrane! trafficking!routes! was! in! a! way! artificially! designed,! and! may! not! always! reflect! the! real!situation! in! the! cell! in! an! accurate! manner.! ! Potentially! misclassified! protein!sequences!might!account,! for!example,! for!the! large!deviations! in!disorder!content!shown!in!some!of!the!protein!groups.!!In!addition,!some!functional!groups!exhibited!very!dissimilar!number!of!proteins,!which!might!also! introduce!some!bias! in! their!comparison.!!











Intrinsic disorder and protein packing 
defects as promoters of protein 
interactions 
The! following! chapter! is! based! on! the! article! Published! in:! Natalia!Pietrosemoli;! Alejandro! Crespo;! Ariel! Fernández;! J.* Proteome* Res.!( 2007,(6,! 3519P3526,!DOI:!10.1021/pr070208k.!Copyright!©2007.!American!Chemical!Society.!!
5.1. Introduction(




disordered! regions! in! promoting! interactions! became! of! major! interest! in! the!disorder!field74,182,331.!
!In! this! work,! we! proposed! that! weaknesses! in! the! protein’s! backbone!hydration! shell! signaled! structurally! unstable! regions,! and! that! such! regions!promoted! protein! associations! and! intermolecular! interactions! to! become! more!stable.! ! We! assessed! the! vulnerability! of! protein! backbone! by! calculating! their!dehydrons.!Dehydrons!had!been!recently!defined!as!waterPexposed!intramolecular!backbone! hydrogen! bonds! that! are! not! “wrapped”! by! a! sufficient! number! of!nonpolar!groups332,333.!They!represent!structural! singularities!or! “packing!defects”!
334,335,336! of! proteins,! since! structured! regions! of! proteins! need! to! exclude! water!from! their! amidePcarbonyl! hydrogen! bonds! in! order! to! maintain! their! fold337,334.!Studies!on! these!dehydrons!showed!that! they! favored! the!removal!of! surrounding!water! in!order! to!strengthen!and!stabilize! the!underlying!electrostatic! interaction,!and!thus!were!thought!to!be!implicated!in!protein!associations!and!macromolecular!recognition334,335,336,332,338,339,340,341,342.! ! Insufficiently! wrapped! intramolecular!hydrogen!bonds!became!stronger!and!more!stable!by!the!attachment!of!a!ligand!or!binding!partner!that!could!further!contribute!to!their!dehydration.333,340.!Moreover,!it!was!observed!that!dehydrons!were!key!players!for!driving!association:!they!were!crucial!in!a!good!portion!of!the!PDB!complexes!reported!at!the!time!(~38%)!and!still!of!significant!importance!in!about!95%!of!the!complexes334,336.!













The! general! workflow! of! the! analysis! consisted! in! collecting! the! nonPredundant! domains! reported! in! the! PDB,! calculating! their! packing! defects! (i.e! the!amount! of! wrapping! of! their! backbone! hydrogen! bonds),! and! predicting! their!disorder!propensity.!Then,!we!calculated!the!“wetting!parameter”,! i.e.,! the!number!of! hydrogenPbond!partnerships! involving!water!molecules! hydrating! each! domain!and!correlated!it!to!their!wrapping.!
5.3.1. Dataset(
The! dataset! for! the! analysis! was! constructed! extracting! singlePdomain!proteins! from! the! Protein! Data! Bank309! (PDB).! This! dataset! was! filtered! out! for!redundant!and!homologous!domains,!resulting!in!2982!domains!with!less!than!50%!identity!in!aligned!sequences.!
5.3.2. Protein(disorder(predictions((






The! extent! of! wrapping! of! the! hydrogenPbonds,! ρ,! was! quantified! by!determining!the!number!of!non!polar!groups!contained!within!a!desolvation!domain!typically!defined!as!two!intersecting!balls!of! fixed!radius!(thickness!of!three!water!layers)! centered! at! the! αPcarbons! of! the! residues! paired! by! the! amidePcarbonyl!hydrogen! bond.! A! cluster! of! packing! defects! was! defined! as! the! maximal! set! of!dehydrons!with!intersecting!desolvation!domains.!
5.3.4. Hydrogen=bonding(partnerships(for(interfacial(water(




1UBI),! and! λPrepressor! (all! αPhelical,! PDB! 1LMB).! ! For! all! given! cases,! the! staring!conformation! was! embedded! in! a! prePequilibrated! cell! of! explicitly! represented!water!molecules!and!counterions345,346.!Then,!the!entire!system!was!equilibrated!for!5!ns.!Computations!were!performed!by!integration!of!Newton's!equations!of!motion!with!time!step!2!using!GROMACS!in!the!NPT!ensemble!with!box!size!8!×!8!×!8!nm3!and!periodic!boundary!conditions.!The!box!size!was!calibrated!so!that!the!solvation!shell! extended! at! least! 12!Å! from! the! protein! surface! at! all! times.! The! longPrange!electrostatics! were! treated! using! the! Particle! Mesh! Ewald! (PME)! summation!method.21!A!NosePHoover!thermostat!was!used!to!maintain!the!temperature!at!300!K,!and!a!Tip3P!water!model!with!OPLS!(Optimized!Potential!for!Liquid!Simulations)!force!field345,346!was!adopted.!
5.4. Results(
5.4.1. Insufficiently( wrapped( intramolecular( hydrogen( bonds( are(
associated(to(twilight(regions(of(intrinsic(disorder(










of( wrapping( (ρ)( of( the( backbone( hydrogen( bond( engaging( that( particular(





the(disorder( score(and( the(extent(of(wrapping(and( the(dispersions(obtained(
implies( that(dehydrons(can(be(safely( inferred( in(regions(where( the(disorder(
score( is( fd( >( 0.35.( The( red( rectangle( represents( the( order−disorder(
intermediate( region( where( the( existence( of( dehydrons( (7( ≤( ρ( ≤( 19,( for(
desolvation(radius(6(Å)(may(be(inferred(from(the(disorder(score.(No(hydrogen(
bond( in(monomeric(domains(reported( in(PDB(was( found( to(have( less( than(7(











Dehydrons!were! also! computed! to! obtain! representatives! of! the! additional!domain! folds:! SH3! domain! (2! dehydrons,! PDB! 1SRL),! λPrepressor! (26! dehydrons,!PDB! 1LMB)! and! ubiquitin! (16! dehydrons,! PDB! 1UBI).! The! dehydron! patterns!obtained!for!these!domain!folds!were!consistent!with!the!results!obtained!for!p53’s!DNAPbinding! domain,! thus! we! proposed! that! dehydrons! emerged! as! the!dehydration!hot!spots!on!the!protein!interface. 
!
Figure( 5=2.( Thermal( average( of( the( average( number( of( hydrogen=bond(
partnerships,(<Γ>(for(water(molecules(within(the(desolvation(domain(of(each(
residue( in( the( DNA=binding( domain( of( p53.( If( no( water( is( found( in( the(










Figure( 5=3.( Dehydrons( for( p53( DNA=binding( domain.( The( backbone( is(
indicated(by(blue(virtual(bonds(joining(α=carbons(and(dehydrons(are(shown(as(









Arg277( in( the( DNA=binding( domain( transcription( factor( p53( (ribbon(
representation,( fragment).( The( backbone( amide−carbonyl( dehydron(
Arg277−Arg280(is(shown(in(green.(Figure(from(21.(





Figure( 5=5.( Correlation( between( hydrogen=bond( wrapping( ρ( and( wetting(
parameter( Γ.( Each( residue( is( assigned(a(ρ=value( averaged(over( all( backbone(
hydrogen( bonds( in( which( it( is( engaged.( Data( extracted( from( the( wetting(
computation(on(the(p53(DNA=binding(domain(and(three(additional(folds: (the(
SH3( domain( (2( dehydrons,( PDB(1SRL);( ubiquitin( (16( dehydrons,( PDB(1UBI),(
and(λ=repressor((26(dehydrons,(PDB1LMB).(Figure(from(21.(
5.4.3. Defective(packing(and(dielectric(modulation(




quenching!is!extreme!upon!moderately!small!losses!in!hydrogenPbond!partnerships!(Figure! 5P6).! Accordingly,! ! the!most! dramatic! decrease! the! curve! is!marked! by! a!drop!in!εPvalues!from!50!to!7!as!Γ!is!reduced!from!3.5!to!2.5.!
Results! shown! in! Figures! 5! and! 6,! allowed! us! to! conclude! that! clusters! of!packing! defects! (where! ρ! ≤! 19)! serve! as! potent! enhancers! of! the! electric! fields!generated!at!the!protein!interface.!Accordingly,!the!typical!loss!in!hydrogenPbonding!partnerships!associated!with!dehydrons!solvation!places!Γ!in!a!range!of!!2!≤!Γ!≤!3.6.!This!interval!contains!the!region!of!most!dramatic!dielectric!quenching,!decreasing!the!permittivity!by!an!order!of!magnitude!with!respect! to!bulk!water.! In!turn,! this!effect!translates!in!an!order!of!magnitude!increase!in!electrostatic!interactions.!
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Figure( 5=8.( Protein−DNA( complex( of( the( DNA=binding( domain( of( p53( (PDB(
2GEQ).(Side(chains(of(the(key(residues(directly(implicated(in(DNA(recognition,(
















Figure(5=9.(Percentages(of(PDB=domains( in( functional(categories(binned( into(
groups( determined( by( dehydron=cluster( size( n.( Each( cluster=size( group( is(
divided(into(five(nondisjoint(functional(categories: (biosynthesis,(enzymology,(
cell(signaling,(cytoskeleton,(and(cancer.(The(number(of(PDB(domains(in(each(
group( is( normalized( to( the( relative( abundance( of( the( functional( category.(








showed! that! while! soluble! proteins! have! a! tight! hydration! shell! and! shielded!intramolecular!hydrogen!bonds!usually!protecting!them!from!water!attack,!proteins!with!deficiently!packed!hydrogen!bonds!exhibit!a!weakened!hydration!shell,!thereby!being!capable!of!a!local!and!discrete!dielectric!quenching.!!Specifically,!we!reported!that!for!proteins!with!the!largest!clusters!of!dehydrons!(7!or!more)!in!the!PDB,!this!capability!of!local!and!discrete!quenching!becomes!more!apparent.!!A!search!of!the!PDB!revealed!eight!of!such!proteins!having!structural!regions!intermediate!between!order! and! disorder.! These! proteins! included! cancerPrelated! proteins,! highly!interactive!proteins!and!a!cellular!prion.!!
Our! results! suggest! that! protein! regions! in! the! twilight! between! order! and!disorder! had! several! distinguishing! features,! such! as! being! structurally! unstable,!having! local!dehydration!propensity,! and! strong!electrostatic! enhancement!on! the!protein!surface,!which!may!serve!as!functional!indicators.!!




Similarly,!GonzalezPRuiz!and!Gohlke!reported!on!the!role!of!water!favoring!the!close!packing! of! the! atoms,! which,! in! turn,! ensures! complementarity! between! binding!partners.! ! They! also! suggested! that!partial! solvation!was! important! for! stabilizing!charged! groups! in! proteinPprotein! interactions357.! Currently,! the! importance! of!
elucidating the fundamental biophysical principles that drive protein association is still 
topic of primary importance, since energetic determinants of affinity and specificity in 
protein interfaces are not fully understood.! Disordered! binding! regions! have! lately!been!used!as!a!proxy!measure!for!protein!interactions!184,!while!a!very!recent!plugPin! for! the!Molecular! Graphics! System!PyMol! (2012P01P14!Version! 1.0),! includes! a!dehydron!calculator.!!







This! thesis!approached!the!problem!of! identifying! functional!and!structural!features!of!protein!sequences!by!implementing!different!strategies!and!focusing!on!features!related!to!intrinsic!disorder!(ID).!!
We!started!with!two!studies! that!analyzed!protein!sequences!by!combining!computational! tools! and!expert!knowledge,!which!proved! their! efficacy! in! guiding!experimental! assays.! Potentially! functionally! relevant! protein! sites! were!computationally!explored!in!a!systematic!manner,!to!be!experimentally!tested.!




affect!the!protein!aggregation!propensity209,219,220!(e.g.!G14V,!52%!inc.).!In!contrast!to! previous! observations226,! our! results! showed! that!mutations! disrupting! known!motifs!of!αsyn!had! little!effect!on!the!protein’s!aggregation!propensity.!Two!of! the!proposed!designed!variants!(V71K!and!V37P)!experimentally!demonstrated!having!solubility! values! in!mammalian! cells! in! agreement!with! our! predictions! (data! not!shown,!LS!and!NP!personal!communications).!Our!strategy!to!identify!AP!hot!spots,!together!with!the!rational!design!of!protein!variants!modulating!AP!can!be!adopted!to! study! other! diseasePassociated! aggregationPprone! proteins.! Understanding! the!mechanisms! that! govern! aggregation! can! also! have! great! impact! in! the!biotechnological!production!and!purification!of!recombinant!proteins243,!which!can!also! affect! drug!manufacturing244.! Finally,! the! controlled! selfPassembly! of! proteins!and!peptides!into!aggregating!structures!may!constitute!an!attractive!alternative!to!develop!nanomaterials358.!




positions!(SDPs)!in!the!alanine!racemase!protein!family!included!all!the!structurally!and! functionally! relevant! positions! reported! previously238! and! those! provided! by!expert! knowledge! ! (FC,! personal! communication).! We! rationally! designed! point!variants! to! experimentally! test! substrate! binding,! some! of! which! were! already!experimentally! tested! (FC,! personal! communication,! in! preparation).! The! lack! of!alanine!racemase!function!in!eukaryotes359!makes!this!enzyme!an!attractive!target!to! develop! novel! antimicrobial! drugs,! especially! because! antibiotic! resistance! has!become!increasingly!common!over!recent!years238,360.!Our!work!may!also!contribute!to!generate!a!better!understanding!of!the!production!of!noncanonical!DPamino!acids!(NCDAAs).! ! This! knowledge! can! help! further! investigating! how! NCDAAs! mediate!distinct! types! of! signals! in! mixed! bacterial! communities.! Recently,! NCDAAs! have!been!shown!to!be!used!as!a!sort!of!“bacterial!hormones”,!allowing!the!broadcasting!of!signals!to!the!same!bacteria/species!and!to!other!bacteria/species6.!Additionally,!NCDAAs! have! had! an! increasing! application! in! the! pharmaceutical! industry,!biotechnology,!immunodiagnostics,!and!food!industry!in!recent!years361,362,232.!!




The! analysis! of! A.* thaliana! revealed! the! functional! classes! enriched! in!intrinsically! disordered! proteins! (IDPs).! ! We! found! that! proteins! in! functional!classes!related!to!environmental!perception!and!response!−fundamental!for!plant!plasticity! −! showed! enrichment! in! intrinsically! disordered! regions! (IDRs)! with!respect!to!Human.! !These!results!are!consistent!with!previous!observations!on!the!relationship! between! ID! and! processes! involved! in! response! to! environmental!stimuli246,124,125,126.! !Furthermore,!our!findings!fit! the!notion!that!newly! introduced!IDPs! and! IDRs! serve! mainly! as! carries! for! new! binding! regions! in! eukaryotic!organisms85,! thus!adding!complexity! to! the!system.! ID! increases! the!complexity!of!biological! processes! and! protein! networks! by! increasing! their! “wiring”! ! (e.g.! the!potential!connections!between!proteins),!and!this!increased!complexity!is!especially!evident!in!those!protein!networks!underlying!phenotypic!plasticity!and!adaptation!to! environmental! stress.! In! addition,! IDPs/IDRs’! tolerance! for! mutations! allows!them! to! undergo! fast! evolutionary! changes115,116,117,! thus! providing! ! exceptional!adaptability.! ! Thus,! our! results! support! the! correlation! between! complexity! and!protein! disorder,! and! suggest! that! plants! have! used! ID! as! an! evolutionary! tool! to!increase!complexity!and!adaptability!in!their!biological!networks.!




Similarly,! ID! is! likely!responsible! for! the!observed!high!evolutionary!plasticity!and!robustness! of! clathrinPassociated! proteins,! exhibiting! many! speciesPspecific!characteristics288,292,!yet!extensively!modified!to!assist!other!specialized!pathways!in!many!organisms328,329,330.!This!work!confirmed!that!ID!is!widespread!and!frequently!essential! for! proteins! involved! in! vesicle! trafficking.! Additionally,! ID! differential!abundance!patterns!among!the!different!routes!provided!the!structural!background!for! long! standing! observations! on! the! functional! and! evolutionary! differences! of!these!vesicle!trafficking!systems.!
In!the!last!part!of!this!work,!we!show!the!seminal!work!of!this!dissertation.!This!work! connected! the concept of dehydrons363 with intrinsic disorder. We related regions!belonging! to! the!order/disorder! twilight! in!protein!domains! to! their! local!dehydration! propensity.! We! confirmed! that! regions rich in packing defects were!structurally!unstable!and!promoters of interactions.   One of the main contributions of 
this work was to advance two fundamental and related notions in the ID field: the 
observation that protein regions may become folded  (stabilized) upon binding, and that 
as a consequence, they foster molecular interactions.  We also proposed that unstable!protein!regions!may!be!related!to!diseases!due!to!their!presence!in!highly!connected!proteins.! These! two! observations! stood! the! test! of! time,! since! it! is! now! beyond!doubt! that! IDPs/IDRs! act! as! hubs! in!many! key! pathways16,133,142! and! as! such! are!commonly!implicated!in!many!diseases!too14,12,8. 




performed! in! a! more! systematic! way! than! what! current! approaches! implement.!Adopting! the! same! disorder! prediction! measurements! (e.g.! ratio! of! disordered!residues! to! ordered! residues,! number! of! long! disordered! windows,! number! of!disordered! binding! sites)! will! help! providing! a! more! coherent! picture! of! ID’s!abundance! and! functions! among! different! pathways! and! organisms.! This!standardization! in! ID!measurement!should!also!consider! the! two!major! functional!distinctions! of! IDRs:! i)! linking! or! spacing! between! domains,! and! ii)! molecular!recognition.! Thus,! different! ID! measurements! should! be! adopted! for! capturing!specific! ID! roles.! Moreover,! if! this! functional! distinction! were! adopted! when!implementing!disorder!predictors,!their!accuracy!would!likely!improve.!Making!this!refinement! in! the! methods! probably! result! in! a! better! agreement! among! their!prediction,!as!well!as!between!predictions!and!experimental!data.!!
From!an!experimental!point!of!view,!there!is!an!impeding!need!to!understand!IDP! regulation! in! the! context! of! living! cells.! In* vivo! experiments! are! crucial! in!understanding!how!IDPs!exist,!persist!and!function!in!cells.!However,!this!requires!the! development! of! structural! techniques! capable! of! determining! the! ensemble! of!structures!of!proteins!and!capturing!them!as!they!twist!and!turn!in!solution.!!
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Figure( 4A.( Representation( of( the( main( GO( “Biological( Processes”(











Figure( 5A.( Representation( of( the( GO( “Biological( Processes”( comparatively(
enriched( in( disordered( proteins( in( A.# thaliana# respect( to# H.# sapiens.(
Disordered( proteins( correspond( to( those( with( 1( or( more( LDWs( based( on(
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Figure( 6A.( Representation( of( the( GO( “Biological( Processes”( comparatively(
enriched( in( disordered( proteins( in( A.# thaliana# respect( to# H.# sapiens.(







Figure( 7A.( ( Representation( of( the( GO( “Biological( Processes”( comparatively(
enriched( in( residues( belonging( to( disordered( binding( regions( (DBR)( in( A.#




















































































































































































NYV1!(Vacuolar!vPSNARE!NYV1)! Q12255! SNARE! Synaptobrevins! (vPSNARE!family)! 21! 232!Polyphosphatidylinositol!phosphatase! INP53!(SynaptojaninPlike!prot.!3)! Q12271! ENZYME/ENZYMEPINTERACTOR! CLATHRIN! 235! 1107!EMP46!(Protein!EMP46)! Q12396! UNCLASSIFIED! COPI!SYSTEM! 19! 423!ERP3!(Protein!ERP3)! Q12403! UNCLASSIFIED! COPII!SYSTEM! 23! 204!ERP4!(Protein!ERP4)! Q12450! UNCLASSIFIED! COPII!SYSTEM! 0! 186!ENT1!(EpsinP1)! Q12518! ADAPTOR/SORTING! CLATHRIN! 303! 454!Dsl3(Sec39)! (Protein! transport!protein!SEC39)! Q12745! MULTISUBUNIT!TETHERING!COMPLEX! Tethering!complexes! 10! 709!YOS1! (Protein! transport! protein!YOS1)! Q3E834! OTHER! FUSION!REGULATORS! COPII!SYSTEM! 1! 43!APP2!complex!subunit!mu! Q99186! ADAPTOR/SORTING! CLATHRIN! 20! 491!Trs33! (Trafficking! protein!particle!complex!subunit!33)! Q99394! MULTISUBUNIT!TETHERING!COMPLEX! TRAPPI! 35! 268!!
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